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EDITO

I am delighted that Olea Medical® has chosen Diffusion MRI for their second Olea Imagein issue. 
Diffusion MRI was born in 1985 with a thought-provoking goal: provide non-invasively information of 
tissues at a microscopic level, while MR images remain at a macroscopic (millimetric) resolution. Beyond 
the invention of diffusion MRI, this is the motto which has driven, and is still driving today, my efforts 
and those of many teams around the world, to develop and apply this powerful concept to biomedical 
research and clinical practice. From their first days, focusing on the management of stroke patients, 
Olea Medical® has built upon diffusion MRI, and its child, IVIM MRI, to provide robust and efficient 
software solutions for the healthcare community, and this makes me very proud. While it took years 
for diffusion MRI to emerge in the clinical field, as its concept was without doubt very innovative at 
the time and “out of the box”, diffusion MRI has become a cornerstone of modern medical imaging, 
first for the management of neurological disorders, but now increasingly for a broad variety of body 
illnesses, especially cancer, wherever in breast, prostate, or liver. The field of diffusion MRI has matured 
considerably over the last 30 years, benefiting from hardware development from MRI manufacturers 
(notably for the gradient systems hardware allowing larger “b-values” to be available), but also from a 
better understanding of the diffusion processes at play in tissues, resulting in models which are becoming 
more and more sophisticated. Needless to say, post-processing is central to diffusion MRI, to extract its 
full juice and the rich information it conveys, as we would be missing a lot by merely looking at simple 
“diffusion-weighted” MR images, hence the crucial role Olea Medical® has played in the field. 

Still, the basic principles of diffusion MRI, and their limitations, remain the same and must be well kept 
in mind when interpreting results. Unfortunately, or fortunately, there are many ways to acquire and 
process diffusion MR images, which has led to clinical results which have been highly variable across 
the literature, giving sometimes the misleading impression that diffusion MRI might not be so reliable. 
Hence, if one wants to have diffusion MRI accepted (as many think that it should) as a reference method, 
for instance for the development, validation and approval by regulatory agencies of new therapies, 
especially in oncology, efforts must be made by manufacturers, software developers and clinicians to 
standardize diffusion MRI protocols. This should now be a priority in the own interests of all those 
players, but, above all, for patients’ benefit. Thanks to the partnership with Toshiba Medical, Olea will 
be in a leading position, mastering the entire chain, from MR sequences and MRI hardware to data 
processing algorithms and software. However, this is only a step, as diffusion MRI has not yet spoken 
its last words. Big surprises are around the corner, as the concepts of IVIM and diffusion MRI can be 
extended to cross borders, for instance to perform MR angiography without contrast agents, or MR 
elastography without using mechanical vibrations.  

Enjoy your reading!

Denis Le Bihan, MD, PhD

Director of NeuroSpin, CEA Saclay-Center, Gif-sur-Yvette, France; 
Professor at Human Brain Research Center, 
Kyoto University Graduate School of Medicine, Kyoto, Japan.
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Open Letter
Fayçal Djeridane
CEO, Olea Medical®

© Elodie Saccoccio

Dear friends,

Since the very beginning, at Olea Medical® we’ve been fueled by our quest for the scientific truth and greater 
knowledge. Scientific truth is timeless and the greater knowledge quest is infinite. Therefore, our constant 
challenge is to bring reliable and efficient tools in the hands of radiologists and radiographers, our most 
valuable partners in our mission.

Our innovation capacity is now well established and recognized in our field and it is part of our DNA at Olea. 
Sharing such innovation worldwide for the utmost patients’ benefit has always been our credo. Therefore, 
although Olea Medical® joined the Toshiba Medical family last year, we will not amend our vendor-neutral 
approach, since this is the only way to deliver our innovation to the greatest number of patients. By the same 
reasoning, Olea Medical® keeps the door wide open to collaboration with various MR vendors because such 
collaborations will exponentially enhance knowledge, accelerate innovation and, ultimately, improve patient 
care. We strongly encourage all MR manufacturers to share our innovation for patients’ sake.

Each of us alone is merely the master luthier. But we all need to work with the whole orchestra to bring out 
the best of sounds. Come join us and we will make a finer music together!

Sincerely yours,
Fayçal Djeridane
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TECHNOLOGICAL INDUSTRIALIZATION CATEGORY

Todd Parrish, PhD
Professor of Radiology and BME at Northwestern University, Chicago, USA

ACQUISITION OF PERMEABILITY AND PERFUSION IN TUMORS USING 
A SINGLE INJECTION OF CONTRAST

“I have developed a new imaging method that will allow the collection 
of both perfusion and permeability data without additional contrast 
or compromising either study with a split dose.”

INCUBATORS CATEGORY

Gabrielle Fournet 
PhD candidate at Neurospin (CEA Saclay) INRIA Saclay, France 

APPLICATION OF INTRAVOXEL INCOHERENT MOTION (IVIM)
IMAGING TO THE EARLY DIAGNOSIS OF ALZHEIMER’S DISEASE (AD)

“The main goal is to investigate how early IVIM is able to detect changes 
in the microvasculature related to the presence of amyloid plaques in AD.”

Aude Pavilla 
PhD candidate at University of Rennes 1, France

CEREBRAL ISCHEMIC STROKE INTRAVOXEL INCOHERENT 
MOTION (CISIVIM)  

“Stroke management relies on the setting  
of a diffusion-perfusion “discrepancy” (…), the aim 
of this project is to establish this mismatch with 
the IVIM method using a single diffusion sequence.”

Sotirios Bisdas, MD, PhD, MSc
 Senior Lecturer in Neuroradiology at University College London, UK

TEXTURE ANALYSIS IN DIFFUSIONAL KURTOSIS IMAGING (DKI) 
COMBINED WITH SUPPORT VECTOR MACHINE FOR NON- 
INVASIVE DIAGNOSIS OF IDH MUTATIONAL STATUS AND 
HISTOLOGICAL GRADING OF GLIOMAS

“Integration of texture analysis in DKI is expected 
to increase the diagnostic accuracy of tumour grade 
differentiation at the pre-treatment stage assisting 
thus the clinical management of the patients.”

News

Olea Innovators 
Award Laureates

2016 TOPIC: 
Innovative MRI medical imaging techniques 
for diagnosis and follow up of devastating diseases.
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Jan Gralla, MD
Director and Chief Physician at University Institute
of Diagnostic and Interventional Neuroradiology in Bern, 
Switzerland
 
“Acute ischemic stroke is an emergency: decision mak-
ing is prompt and mainly based on clinical presentation 
and brain imaging. This decision, e.g. treatment modali-
ty or even no treatment, cannot be revised some hours 
later and has major impact on patients’ future life.

MRI is more expensive and presumably more time con-
suming in many centers! 

MRI including diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is an 
accurate imaging modality to access infarct core and 
mismatch in all patients; it furthermore provides an esti-
mate of the time window in wake-up and unknown on-
set strokes. Therefore, we don’t have to argue anymore 
about the necessity to evaluate patients with unknown 
onset of symptoms with MRI. 

PROS

DWI in acute 
ischemic strokePros & Cons

Let’s start 
from 

scratch!
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DWI in acute 
ischemic stroke

Adam de Havenon, MD
Assistant Professor in Neurology and Program Director 
of Vascular Neurology Fellowship at University of Utah, 
UT, USA

“As a vascular neurologist at a tertiary academic medical 
center, I have 24/7 CT and MRI capability, immediately 
adjacent to our Emergency Department. Last year, we 
treated 600 acute ischemic stroke and transient isch-
emic attack (TIA) patients at my center, ~40 of which 
underwent our “Rapid” MRI protocol that includes DWI, 
FLAIR, GRE, DSC MRP, and a CE-MRA of the head, with a 
9-minute scan time. 

During the same time period, 100 patients had a “Brain 
Attack” CT protocol that includes CTA of the head/
neck and CTP, with a comparable scan time to the MRI. 
I am a firm believer that the CT protocol is a superior 
tool for evaluating if stroke patients warrant treatment 
with intravenous tissue plasminogen activator (IV tPA) or 
endovascular thrombectomy. 

The CRISP study, recently completed by Maarten 
Lansberg and colleagues at Stanford University, 
reported that CTP can reliably delineate the ischemic 
core and penumbra with automated threshold-based 
volumetric analysis in acute ischemic stroke patients. 

In my experience, CTP is more practical from a workflow 
perspective, due to the difficulty of screening acute 
stroke patients for MRI safety. 

An additional challenge with acute stroke MRI is that 
the combined head/neck MRI coils provide inferior 
neck vessel imaging compared to CTA. Switching be-
tween the high-performance, but separate, head and 
neck coils is not an option in this clinical setting. Finally, 
the widespread availability of modern multidetector CT 
scanners in small- and medium-sized hospitals that lack 
MRI capability provides a viable pathway for expansion 
of volumetric CTP analysis in the future, which will be-
come increasingly important if the time window for en-
dovascular treatment of ischemic stroke extends to 16 
hours based on results of the ongoing DEFUSE-3 study. 
In conclusion, a combined acute ischemic stroke CT 
protocol with CTA and CTP, processed with automated 
volumetric software such as Olea Sphere®, is a reliable 
and expedient means of assessing stroke patients that 
provides comparable information to MRI with multiple 
real-world advantages.”

CONS

CT-CTP is equal for decision making in some obvious 
cases, but it fails to reproduce the clear delineation of 
the infarct core compared to DWI. Therefore, uncon-
scious patients with basilar artery thrombosis are eval-
uated in MRI in many centers to estimate the mesen-
cephalic and pons/brainstem lesion before advocating 
treatment. 

CT-CTP also fails to illustrate the relevant changes in 
more peripheral vessel occlusion. Is the left sides M2/
M3 occlusion beyond the time window of IV-tPA a 
reasonable target for mechanical thrombectomy, or 
do we put this patient with NIHSS of 4 at an unjustified 

risk? Would you like to make this decision based on 
a CT-CTP, or would you like to see a small and well 
delineated infarct core in DWI in combination with mis-
match in MRI? Doesn’t the same account for the large 
and growing number of “grey zone patients”, e.g. elderly 
patients with various co-morbidities, heterogeneous 
quality of life and reduced potential for rehabilitation?

Decision making for stroke treatment is an emergency 
business and does not allow corrections later on. The 
impact for the patient is life-long with all its socioeco-
nomic consequences – we should have the most accu-
rate tools available.”
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Christophe Cognard, MD

Head of Neuroradiology Department at CHU Toulouse, 
Purpan hospital, Toulouse, France

“Mechanical thrombectomy (MT) within six hours of 
onset is nowadays the treatment of choice for large 
vessel occlusion stroke (LVOS). Decision to perform 
or not a MT in a patient presenting an acute LVOS 
is based on several clinical parameters: patient age, 
co-morbidity, modified Rankin scale before stroke 
onset, stroke severity evaluated by the NIHSS score, 
time from stroke onset, but also imaging parameters.

Imaging must at least show the presence of a LVOS 
and the core size. The minimum acceptable imaging 
techniques are a plain CT (giving the ASPECT score) 
and an angio-CT (giving the level of occlusion). In 
cases where the indication to perform MT is obvious, 
this limited protocol can be sufficient (young patient 
with a LVOS, early after stroke onset, with a huge 
deficit and a small core - ASPECT score > 7). 

However, because of its extreme efficacy in increas-
ing the rate of alive and independent patients at 3 
months, MT is today proposed in many different situ-
ations where decision-making is difficult: very old pa-
tients (>90 YO) or younger ones (<18 YO), low NIHSS 
score (2 to 6), distal thrombus (M2, A2), large core 
stroke (ASPECT<7), long delay from onset (>6h). In all 
these situations, treating patients with a MT could be 
useless or even dangerous; on the contrary, deciding 
not to do a MT jeopardizes the chance for the patient 
to fully recover at 3 months. Decision-making process 
can be helped by performing more sophisticated im-
aging such as CT perfusion, for a better evaluation of 
stroke core, hypo-perfusion volumes and mismatch, 
or multiphase CTA for collaterals evaluation.

In some countries like the US, stroke imaging is only/
mainly performed by CT, mostly because of MR cost 
and lack of availability in 24/7 emergency. In France, 
Germany and some other European countries how-
ever, MR is considered as the technique of choice for 
acute stroke management and MT decision-making. 
Indeed, a complete MR-exam can be done in 10 minutes 
including diffusion, FLAIR, T2*, TOF brain angiography, 
cervical vessel gadolinium angiography and perfusion. 
Moreover, some software can now automatically pro-
vide the volume of diffusion and perfusion anomalies 
for better quantifying the sizes of core and penumbra 
(mismatch). 

In addition, the cost of a complete multimodal MR 
is less than 300 Euros in France, versus less than 150 
Euros for a CT/CTA. Extra-cost for MR evaluation is 
then insubstantial. Therefore, in many Departments of 
Neuroradiology, the number of MR machines increas-
es while the number of CT-scan machines decreases.

The advantages of MRI are tremendous for making a 
decision in a difficult situation. MRI gives information 
that is not available using CT or even CTA/CTP or 
multiphase CT:

- Diffusion sequences offer very precise informa-
tion on the stroke core volume. Diffusion volume 
anomalies (computed by automated software) are 
much more reliable and accurate than the ASPECT 
score calculated on a plain CT done very early after 
the stroke onset. Location of the stroke core is also 
much more precise (deep, superficial eloquent/not 
eloquent territories). 

- FLAIR may help determining stroke onset in wake 
up stroke and allows making the decision in patients 
with unknown stroke onset time. 

- T2* shows the location and size of the clot. It may 
indicate small distal emboli in the same or different 
territory that the CT cannot detect. It shows signs of 
micro-bleeds in hypertensive patients. It will probably 
in the future help predicting clot origin and etiology 
(TOAST, CCS, ASCO classifications) and ability to re-
trieve the clot and later help in deciding the MT tech-
nique depending on clot features.

- Cerebral MR angiography shows clot location and 
vessels anatomy; cervical MR angiography shows clot 
location, cervical lesion (carotid plaques, dissections, 
tortuosity) or intracranial stenosis. 

- Perfusion images allow much better understanding of 
patients’ brain hypo-perfusion and collaterals efficacy. 

PROS
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The decision to perform a MT is always made by 
a duo including a stroke neurologist and a neuro- 
interventionist. Decision has to be made as fast as 
possible on images acquired rapidly and easy to 
interpret. Even if evidence of the tremendous effi-
cacy of MT were given by randomized clinical trials, 
patient selection is difficult in many situations. MR 
allows much better understanding of stroke core 
and tissue at risk giving further arguments to decide 
to perform a MT or not. It is particularly true in the 
following situations: patients with low NIHSS score, 

patients with large infract core, stroke onset > 6h, 
distal thrombus.

It is of high importance to keep working on MR 
sequences and on automatized software able 
to provide quantitative information on patient 
brain damage and salvageable tissue. In the fu-
ture, we could imagine that both MR and soft-
ware will enable to foresee the 3 months mRS 
score in case of persistent arterial occlusion or 
complete recanalization.”

CONS

Anne Vanbinst, MD
& Koenraad Nieboer, MD

Neuroradiologists at UZ-Brussel, Belgium

“It is known that DWI imaging is more sensitive than 
unenhanced CT scan of the brain in detecting acute 
ischemic stroke. However, we prefer and advocate 
the use of CT scan in our institution.

The pre-hospital notification is set up to alarm the 
emergency ward CT team to keep the scanner free 
from activity. Arriving at the hospital the patient 
passes the triage in the emergency department and 
is directly placed on the CT table, without thinking 
about possible contraindications like pacemakers. 

The neurologist can do a quick evaluation of the pa-
tient. Modern 256 slice CT scans create an unenhanced 
CT of the brain in 0.5 s, with real-time reconstructions 
to rule out intracranial hemorrhage within seconds.  

In the meanwhile, the iv-thrombolysis is prepared and 
in the case of a negative CT for hemorrhage the nurse 
enters the CT room and injects the iv-thrombolysis 
bolus. This procedure allows us to reach door-to-
needle times of less than 10 minutes.

Perfusion and angiographic imaging with late phase 
collateral evaluation are done within 10 minutes. 
During the perfusion acquisition, a possible ACM 
(M1-M2) occlusion is easy to depict, marking the pa-
tient as a potential candidate for a thrombectomy 
procedure. 

With dedicated perfusion and angiographic soft-
ware, we confirm the diagnosis of acute ischemic 
stroke, the expansion of the ischemic region, the 
prediction of the core lesion, the extent of the re-
sponsible thrombus and the collateral circulation or 
suggest stroke-mimics like epilepsy. 

So, despite the high sensitivity of DWI, we do not 
keep an MRI scanner empty waiting for an an-
nounced patient. We do not have to think about 
contraindications for MRI or to bother about a nurse 
entering the magnetic field to give the iv-thrombol-
ysis. Moreover, last but not least in our institutional 
setting, we can treat the patient faster according to 
the Time = Brain paradigm.”
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ArticleThe 
Diffusion 
saga
for a good Sunday read

First described by Rabi in 1938 [1],  
nuclear magnetic resonance progres-
sively led to the emergence of MR  
imaging for medical applications, 
serving in the early 1980s as a primary  

essential diagnostic modality. Over the past 30 
years, the flexible and dynamic MRI technology 
kept evolving to become a gold standard in brain 
and soft tissue imaging, leading to increasingly 
complex acquisition sequences. Early conventional 
weighted techniques, such a T1-w or T2-w used for 
morphologic assessments, were enriched in the 
mid-1980s when Le Bihan et al. [2] laid the theo-
retical foundations of diffusion imaging applied 
to human brain. 10 years later, diffusion-weighted 

imaging had become a powerful clinical tool able 
to investigate neurologic disorders, particularly in 
patients with acute stroke, but also cancers and 
metastases in whole-body organs. Diffusion imag-
ing covers a broad spectrum of techniques, from 
the mapping of apparent diffusion coefficient 
(ADC) values to diffusion tensor imaging (DTI), 
Intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) or Kurtosis 
imaging. All these applications are based on a  
single physicochemical property: water motion at 
the cellular level.

m
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DIFFUSION BASICS 
Isotropic and anisotropic diffusion 

Molecules in tissue move around over time, changing 
direction as they bump into each other. Some of this 
motion is related to active processes such as circula-
tion of blood, while other motion is simply randomly 
driven due to thermal agitation. This phenomenon is 
the result of Brownian motion, without any net di-
rection of flow - molecules simply shake and bounce 
around in solution, moving along a meandering path. 
This movement is referred as molecular free diffusion 
and was first observed by the Scottish botanist Robert 
Brown in 1827 [3], through spontaneous vibration of 
pollen particles under the microscope; it was later 
explained by Einstein in 1905 [4].

However, as opposed to free diffusion of water kept 
inside a container, diffusion inside a voxel of tissue (e.g. 
brain) is primarily hindered by cell membranes bound-
aries. In fact, the motion of these water molecules is 
restricted by the presence of those barriers. Therefore, 
in physiological tissues, it would be more accurate 
to speak about restricted diffusion [5]. The degree of 
diffusion restriction can be quantified by a diffusion 
coefficient, which reflects the average distance a  
particle will cover in a second. Technically, it is mea-
sured in mm2/s because it refers to the movement 
of particles grouped within an area per second. The 
measured diffusion coefficients with MRI represent 
averages of the entire voxel in all directions of diffu-
sion [6]. At 25°, for instance, the diffusion coefficient of 
pure water is about 2.3 x10-3 mm2/s [7]. 

Soft tissues tend to behave like aqueous protein 
solutions; due to boundaries with various degrees 
of permeability and reduced mobility of water mol-
ecules, their corresponding diffusion coefficient is 
generally smaller than that of pure water. Applying 
the Brownian motion model in that case leads to an 
Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (ADC) [2,8], to be dis-
tinguished from the diffusion coefficient of free water 
molecules [9]. The hindrance mechanism hence results 
in lower ADC values in highly cellular tumors [10].

Conventional DWI assumes that all water molecules 
behave the same within a voxel, resulting in a single 
ADC per voxel. However, this is not accurate: water 
molecules experience vastly different environments 
even within a single voxel. Molecules in flowing blood 
have a baseline velocity, and when the capillary bed 
is very dense and randomly orientated (e.g. in some 
kind of tumors), this latter can mimic a random walk, 
which induces a fast pseudo-diffusion involving a 
signal attenuation. In addition, intra- and extracellular 
compartments also have different diffusivities. While 
a simplistic model is sufficient for most clinical pur-
poses (stroke assessment for example), emerging data 
suggest that some clinically relevant findings may be 
found in more complex models. The two main cate-
gories of advanced diffusion modeling are intravoxel 
incoherent motion (IVIM) [11-13] and diffusion kurtosis 
imaging [14-16].

IVIM phenomenon is most noticeable in the liver [17,18], 
and is believed to be related to blood flow in capillaries 
[6]. It describes the microscopic motions that occur in 
diffusion imaging and might allow separation between 
the water molecular diffusion (due to thermal Brownian 
motion) and the microcirculation of blood (also called 
pseudo-diffusion). IVIM metrics involve the extraction 
of three coefficients with specific modeling described 
later in this paper: one related to molecular diffusion 
restriction (D), another related to the tissue perfusion 
(D*) and finally the vascular volume fraction (f). 

Diffusion kurtosis imaging depicts the non-Gaussian 
diffusion arising from diffusion barriers, such as cell 
membranes and organelles or other hindrance due to 
complex and restricted structures in tissues [19]. This  
approach holds therefore the potential to better reflect 
the complexity of the microscopic structure of tissues. 
Kurtosis metrics rely on a dimensionless coefficient 
K that characterizes the degree of deviation of the  
signal behavior from a Gaussian distribution. K kurtosis, 
equal to zero when molecular displacements follow a 
Gaussian law, is a marker of the heterogeneity of the 
diffusion environment.
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Isotropic diffusion described above assumes that wa-
ter molecules diffuse equally in all directions. Indeed, 
in some tissues such as brain gray matter, it is sufficient 
to describe the diffusion characteristics with a single 
scalar such as the apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC), 
the molecular diffusion restriction coefficient (D) or 
the tissue perfusion related coefficient (D*). In other 
words, within those tissues, the measured apparent 
diffusivity is independent of the matter orientation at 
the voxel scale. 

However, diffusion is direction-dependent in aniso-
tropic media such as highly structured tissues, partic-
ularly nerves, skeletal and cardiac muscle [20-22] and 
white matter [8,23,24]. In that case, the measured diffu-
sivity is known to depend upon the orientation of the 
tissue, so that a single ADC cannot fully characterize 
the direction of water mobility. Furthermore, if white 
matter diffusion is measured in a specific direction, 
different values will be obtained for different parts 
of the same healthy tissue, depending on the axons 
orientation [25]. A solution to this issue was proposed 
by measuring diffusion in several directions and com-
puting different metrics reflecting this anisotropic 
behavior. Such modeling considers diffusion not as a 
scalar or single number, but as a 3D symmetrical tensor. 
The simplest method is called diffusion tensor imaging 
(DTI), using 2nd-order 3D diffusional tensor represent-
ed as an ellipsoid with a principal direction (see DTI 
box). An extension of DTI is diffusional kurtosis tensor 
imaging (DKTI), using a 4th-order 3D tensor to charac-
terize restricted diffusion in all directions. 

Clinical interest and applications 
of conventional DWI 
Over the past two decades, magnetic resonance 
imaging has proven to be a valuable diagnostic tool 
in stroke and oncology [26-30]. Rapid improvements 
in MRI techniques have resulted in MR images with 
excellent spatial resolution and soft tissue contrast, 
which contribute to the differentiation of suspected 
tumors [31]. 

MR diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI), a part of the MRI 
clinical protocol, provides qualitative and quantitative 
analysis of Brownian motion, which may be altered as a 
result of pathological processes. This specificity allows 
collecting information that is not readily available on 
conventional or morphological series, more focused 
on anatomical details. A significant characteristic of 
such imaging is its reliance on inherent tissue contrast 
rather than on the administration of exogenous con-
trast medium, which can be of particular importance 
in patients with renal failure or contrast allergies. In 
addition, DWI sequences can be performed quickly 
with echo planar single shot pulse sequences, allowing 
substantial and useful information to be gathered at 
relatively little additional imaging time expense. 

The applications of DWI in neuroradiology are  
increasingly widespread, chiefly in ischemic strokes, 
but also in tumor, infectious, and inflammatory 
brain pathologies. Indeed, DWI is commonly used in 
the detection of irreversible infarct in acute stroke, 
since it is the earliest (within less than one hour) and 
most sensitive method for ischemic core diagnosis. 
It has been shown that in ischemic brain tissue, pro-
ton spins motion was restricted due to cytotoxic 
edema, leading to an ADC decrease coupled with 
a diffusion-weighted signal intensity incqrease in 
areas of acute ischemic injury [26]. Moreover, DWI 
is used to date the stroke event and distinguish be-
tween acute and subacute strokes. Finally, this tech-
nique improves the diagnosis of different categories 
of brain pathologies: tumor disease with cerebral 
lymphoma, epidermoid and cholesteatoma cysts; in-
fectious disease with pyogenic brain abscess, herpes 
encephalitis and Creutzfeldt-Jakob’s; inflammatory 
disease with multiple sclerosis; traumatic injury [32].

Though essentially used for brain exploration in clinical 
practice, advances in MR technology permit its appli-
cation outside the brain, in musculoskeletal radiology 
and oncology. Particularly, DWI can be applied for 
tumor detection and characterization, and for moni-
toring the response to chemotherapy and radiation 
treatment [5]. The development of whole-body DWI 
is ongoing.
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FOCUS ON ISOTROPIC 
DIFFUSION
In the following section, focus is raised on isotropic 
diffusion by describing the most commonly known and 
useful models in clinical practice: mono-exponential 
(ADC), bi-exponential (IVIM) and Kurtosis. For each mod-
el, the techniques, clinical applications, pros and cons 
are presented. Before detailing these different modeling 
approaches, an overview of the imaging basics of DWI 
is proposed.

DWI basics: pulse sequence,
b-value and ADC

Diffusion-weighted (DW) sequences all originate 
from the pulsed gradient spin echo technique devel-
oped by E. Stejskal and J. Tanner in the mid-1960’s [33].
In each space direction (x,y,z), two successive strong 
gradient pulses are applied:

- the first one dephases the magnetization of both 
mobile and static spins;

- the second one is subsequently applied with the 
same direction and time period, but with an opposite 
magnitude so that the dispersion can be refocused  
or rephased.

As shown in Figure 1, both symmetric and strong 
diffusion-sensitizing gradients (DG) are applied on 
either side of the 180°-pulse. The phases of stationary 
spins are unaffected by the DG pair since any phase  
accumulation from the first gradient lobe is reversed 
by the second. Diffusing spins, however, move into 
different locations between the first and second 
lobes, falling out of phase and losing signal. 

Immediately following the second DG, an image 
acquisition starts. This is typically an echo-planar  
sequence using rapidly oscillating phase and frequency 
gradients that generate multiple gradient echoes. 

Rapid image acquisition is generally required to min-
imize the effects of bulk motion (such as vascular 
pulsations) on the DW images. Other modules (such 
as fast spin echo) are possible. The amount of diffu-
sional signal lost by the gradient application is known 
to obey the following equation [2]:

Where:
S0  is the signal intensity at the baseline  

(without diffusion gradient application); 
S is the signal with the gradient application; 
γ is the gyromagnetic ratio;
G  is the amplitude of the two diffusion gradient 

pulses;
δ is the duration of the pulses;
Δ is the time between the two pulses;
D  is a diffusion constant (diffusion coefficient as a 

measure of the strength of diffusion in tissue).

is the b-value, i.e. the factor that reflects the strength 
and timing of the gradients used to generate diffu-
sion-weighted images. 
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Figure 1: Pulsed Gradient Spin Echo Technique. From [34,35]
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The higher the b-value, the stronger the diffusion 
effects. The b-value depends on the strength,  
duration, and spacing of the pulsed gradients.  
A larger b-value is achieved by increasing the gradi-
ent amplitude and duration, and/or by widening the 
interval between gradient pulses.

Equation 1 offers two precious indications about 
what governs signal loss. 

First, the higher the diffusion coefficient, the larger 
the signal loss. Indeed, the amount of signal loss  
depends on the time between two pulses, i.e. the 
time granted to water molecules to diffuse. The lon-
ger they diffuse, the less perfect will be their refocus-
ing, the larger will be the signal loss.

Second, the stronger and/or longer the gradient 
pulses, the larger the signal loss. Therefore, the 
strength of gradients needs to be changed in order 
to obtain various amounts of diffusion weighting.
This is why the b-value (s/mm2) indicates the sensi-
tivity to diffusion.

Finally, to compute isotropic images, the diffusion 
gradients must have been applied sequentially 
in three orthogonal axes in the directions of the  
section-select, phase-encoding, and readout gradients, 
in order to generate a set of three orthogonal-axis 
diffusion-weighted echo-planar images. The signal 
intensities of the x-, y-, and z-direction source images 
are given by [36]:

Sx= S0e-b Dxx 

Sy= S0e-b Dyy

Sz= S0e-b Dzz

Where S0 
is the signal intensity of a point in the b0

  
image and Dxx, Dyy and Dzz are the directionally-specific 
diffusion coefficients at the same point.

Thus, the isotropic diffusion-weighted image (SIso),  
or Trace DW image, is calculated as follows:

One must note that the equations described above 
are true only when, for each voxel, the eigenvectors 
of the diffusion tensor are aligned with the principal  
(X-, Y- and Z-) axes.

We mentioned earlier that most of biological tissues 
are anisotropic. This means that they have multiple 
diffusion coefficients that vary within different direc-
tions; they can be represented by the diffusion tensor, 
a 3x3 array of numbers. The term “Trace” comes from 
matrix algebra which means the sum of diagonal ele-
ments of such an array, so DTrace= Dxx+ Dyy+ Dzz. Using 
the average value of the trace, D

Trace
/3, reduces the 

multi-directional diffusivity at each point into a single 
number that can be considered as the ADC. This is why 
the terms average trace and ADC are often used inter-
changeably [37].

The isotropic DW image is not a map of diffusion; it is 
only diffusion-weighted. Isotropic DW images possess 
considerable T2-weighting. As such, lesions with either 
very long or very short T2 values may “contaminate” 
the isotropic DW images, making them appear artifi-
cially bright or dark. These important phenomena are 
known as “T2-shine-through” and “T2-black-out”. T2-
effects can be mathematically removed from the DW 
image to create a pure parametric image of apparent 
diffusion coefficients, most commonly known as the 
ADC Map. 

This quantitative parameter characterizes the mean 
amplitude of the water molecules motion. The sig-
nal intensity of each voxel in an isotropic diffusion- 
weighted (or Trace DW images) is inversely related 
to its ADC value. Pathologies that restrict diffusion 
(stroke) lower the ADC and appear bright. Conversely, 
substances with unrestricted diffusion and high ADC 
(e.g. cerebrospinal fluid) appear dark [37].
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Mono-exponential Model 

In the mono-exponential model, the ADC is com-
puted by linear regression from the isotropic images 
based on all b-values according to the formula  
hereafter [2,38]:

SIso= S0 e-b ADC → ADC= -1/b ln(SIso/S0)

When plotted against the b-values, the diffusion 
MR signal (ln(SIso/S0)) would follow a straight line 
whose slope is the ADC. For this purpose, a set of 
at least two different b-values images (e.g. b=0 and  
b=1000 s/mm2) is needed. However, a computation 
from three (or more) different b-values is more accu-
rate than from two b-values only. 

Nevertheless, ADC estimation is very sensitive to 
noise and sampling. Thus Bayesian probability theory 
is used in the Olea Sphere® application in order to 
better estimate this parameter (see Bayesian box).

The isotropic ADC obtained from DWI with a mono- 
exponential model is used to grade gliomas [39,40] and 
distinguish cystic and edematous from solid tumors  
[41-43]. Among other applications, ADC also allows for 
the classification of brain disorders [44]. 

However, as mentioned earlier, the most important 
clinical application of DW MR imaging remains the 
detection and characterization of cerebral ischemia 
[45-48]. Recently, some studies were published to de-
termine the value of DW MRI in healthy parotid glands 
and associated disorders by measuring ADC values 
under physiologic and pathologic conditions, or after 
irradiation [49-51], or for noninvasive quantification of 
functional changes in the parotid glands [52]. 

This technique was also applied for breast pathologies, 
where the challenge is to obtain the best compro-
mise between lesion detection and characterization 
[53-55]. Several studies applied this technique for 
prostate cancer detection [56-58] and diagnostic 
imaging of the kidney [59] and ovaries [60]. With  
recent advances in technology, DW MR imaging is also 
reaching a potential for clinical use in the abdomen, 
particularly in the liver with promising results for liver 
lesion detection and characterization [61] and many 
other clinical applications. 

However, several researchers reported contradicto-
ry findings about the ADC values for glioma grading 
[39,40,62]. For instance, Catalaa et al. [63] found that 
ADC could not be used to separate different tumor 
grades and Zonari et al. [64] found no significant  
difference in the ADC of low- versus high-grade glial 
tumors. Zhang et al. [65] reported that the use of a 
mono-exponential function for DW imaging analysis 
was playing a substantial role in causing the variability 
in ADC of healthy kidneys.

In addition, ADC values calculated by using a mono- 
exponential model may not be able to accurately  
reflect water molecular diffusion in vivo, because it is 
influenced by the microcirculation of blood in capil-
laries [66]. 

Finally, the complex microstructures in biological 
tissue result in hindered and restricted diffusion of 
water molecules, which leads to a non-Gaussian  
distribution [67]. Hence, ADC has limitations in the 
accurate evaluation of water molecular diffusion [68]. 
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Figure 2: Illustration of two different mono-exponential fits. In or-
ange: Low ADC (low slope of the fit) means that water molecules 
have more difficulties to diffuse, like in a tumor, or the core of a 
stroke. In purple: High ADC (high slope of the fit) means that water 
molecules diffuse freely, as in the Cerebral Spinal Fluid, or in an 
edema.
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This is the reason why some researchers have sug-
gested that bi-exponential or stretched exponential 
DWI models and diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) 
might provide more accurate information about wa-
ter diffusion [2,19,69]. Le Bihan et al. [2,70] described 
the bi-exponential intravoxel incoherent motion DWI 
model. This latter might allow separation of water mo-
lecular diffusion from microcirculation. Bennett et al. 
[69] introduced the stretched exponential DWI model, 
which has been used to describe the heterogeneity of 
intravoxel diffusion rates and the distributed diffusion 
effect (see Stretched-exponential Model box). Finally, 
DKI has been used to measure non-Gaussian diffusion, 
which has the potential to characterize both normal 
and pathologic tissue better than diffusion-tensor im-
aging [71,72].

Bi-exponential model

As mentioned previously, the computation of ADC 
from the mono-exponential equation does not fully 
describe the tissue behavior [73]. As a result, intravoxel 
incoherent motion (IVIM) imaging was introduced 
and developed by Le Bihan et al. to quantitatively 
assess all the microscopic translational motions that 
occur in biological tissues [2]. These displacements 
are essentially due to molecular water diffusion (ther-
mal Brownian motion) and microcirculation of blood 
in the capillary network that mimics a random walk 
(also called pseudo-diffusion or perfusion). These two  
phenomena lead to a signal loss in diffusion MRI, which 
depends on the velocity of the flowing blood and the 
vascular architecture. 

As for molecular diffusion, pseudo-diffusion effect on 
signal attenuation depends on the b-value. However, 
the rate of signal loss resulting from pseudo-diffusion 
is typically an order of magnitude greater than that of 
molecular diffusion in tissues, so its relative contribution 
to the diffusion-weighted MRI signal becomes signifi-
cant only at very low b-values, allowing diffusion and 
perfusion effects to be separated [66,74]. Indeed when 
different diffusion b-values are applied, a bi-exponential 
decay of the signal is observed on diffusion-weighted 
plot (Figure 3).
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Figure 3: Bi-exponential decay of the signal

The stretched-exponential model [69] has 
been introduced to offer a more complex 
description of the water diffusion behavior 
compared to the simple mono-exponential 
model. This model is described as follows:

 S(b)= S0 e      

Where: 

S(b) is the signal at a given b-value;
S0 is the reference signal at b = 0;
DDC is the Distributed Diffusion Coefficient;
α is a heterogeneity index.

In Olea Sphere®, the Bayesian probability theory 
is used in order to estimate the parameters more 
robustly, similarly to the bi-exponential model (see 
Bayesian box).

-(DDC .b)α

Stretched-exponential model

m



The acquisition intended to depict IVIM phenome-
non allows the extraction of three metrics: two diffu-
sion coefficients, one related to molecular diffusion 
restriction (D), another related to the tissue perfusion 
(D*); and one vascular volume fraction (f). The decay 
is described by the following equation: 

S(b)= S0×[f×e-bD*+(1-f)×e-bD]

Where:
S(b) is the signal; 
S0 is the reference signal; 
D is the molecular diffusion restriction coefficient; 
D* is the tissue perfusion related coefficient;
f is the perfusion fraction.

The perfusion fraction (f) indicates the relative influ-
ence of the first perfusion term and is correlated to 
the perfusion (microcirculation in the capillaries) of 
the tissue.

Regarding the number and the magnitude of b-values 
to be used, no consensus has been reached yet. At 
least 4 b-values are needed to characterize the bi- 
exponential phenomenon but more are recommended. 
A compromise is to use between 6 to 8 values by 
sampling more the low b-values range (lower than 
100 s/mm2). Indeed, low b-values are crucial to obtain 
reliable estimate of D* [73].

However, as for mono-exponential model, param-
eters estimation (especially D*) is very sensitive to 
noise and sampling. To overcome this limitation, 
the Bayesian probability theory was applied in Olea 
Sphere® application, in order to better estimate such 
parameters (see Bayesian box).
 
IVIM was initially used to evaluate perfusion in brain 
activation studies before the introduction of fMRI, 
and to focus on clinical applications such as stroke 
and brain tumors [75-77]. Some studies have prov-
en the validity of IVIM concept from fMRI, with an 
increase in the IVIM perfusion parameters in brain 

activated regions; the potential of the approach could 
help in the understanding of the different vascular 
contributions to the fMRI signal [78]. IVIM concept 
has also been used to improve other applications like 
arterial spin labeling (ASL) [79] or to suppress signal 
from extracellular flowing fluid in perfused cell sys-
tems [80]. IVIM has then undergone a striking revival 
for applications out of the brain [70].

Following earlier encouraging results in kidneys [81] 
or even heart [82], IVIM really took off for liver appli-
cations. For instance, Luciani et al. [17] found that D* 
was significantly reduced in cirrhotic patients which, 
according to the IVIM model, points out the reduction 
of blood velocity and flow. The perfusion fraction f, 
linked to blood volume in the IVIM model, remained 
normal, confirming earlier results by Yamada et al. [83], 
though blood volume is expected to be reduced in 
liver cirrhosis. Many other applications are currently 
under investigation, especially for imaging of patients 
suspected of cancer outside brain (prostate, liver, kid-
ney, pancreas, etc.) [73]. Clinical studies have shown 
the potential value of IVIM parameters for disease 
assessment, particularly in oncology [73].

There is growing interest in applying analytic tech-
niques beyond simple ADC calculations to tease 
out the effects of microcapillary perfusion from 
DW-MRI data [70]. IVIM imaging provides quantita-
tive information on perfusion without the need of 
administration of exogenous contrast agent whose 
toxicity is not negligible. In addition, the method 
does not depend on the geometry of the capillary 
bed compared to other methods described in the 
literature [84]. IVIM sequences can be performed 
quickly. However the acquisition is longer than 
for conventional DWI since more b-values are  
required. Furthermore, as mentioned, so far there is 
no consensus regarding the number and the mag-
nitude of b-values to use, and the non-Gaussian 
effects are not taken into account in this model.
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Radiol. 2002 Mar;57(3):219-25.
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gliomas. NMR Biomed. 2006 Jun;19(4):463-75. 
64. Zonari P, Baraldi P, Crisi G. Multimodal MRI in the 
characterization of glial neoplasms: the combined role 
of single-voxel MR spectroscopy, diffusion imaging 
and echoplanar perfusion imaging. Neuroradiology. 
2007 Oct;49(10):795-803.

65. Zhang JL, Sigmund EE, Chandarana H, Rusinek H, 
Chen Q, Vivier PH, Taouli B, Lee VS. Variability of renal 
apparent diffusion coefficients: limitations of the 
monoexponential model for diffusion quantification. 
Radiology. 2010 Mar;254(3):783-92.
66. Le Bihan D, Breton E, Lallemand D, Aubin ML, 
Vignaud J, Laval-Jeantet M. Separation of diffusion 
and perfusion in Intravoxel incoherent motion MR 
imaging. Radiology. 1988 Aug;168(2):497-505. 
67. Raab P, Hattingen E, Franz K, Zanella FE, Lanfermann 
H. Cerebral gliomas: diffusional kurtosis imaging anal-
ysis of microstructural differences. Radiology. 2010 
Mar;254(3):876-81.
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Kurtosis model

Keystone of the DW protocol, b-value characterizes 
the diffusion rate of a subpopulation of hydrogen 
spins [85]. It measures the degree of diffusion weight-
ing applied, as a function of several MR acquisition 
parameters: b-value is proportional to the product 
of the diffusion time interval with the square of 
the strength of the diffusion gradient. If the interval 
time is very short (low b-value), water will tend to 
diffuse in a similar way and with the same speed in 
every direction, resulting in a bell-shaped Gaussian 
displacement distribution [86]. However, when lon-
ger time intervals are considered (high b-value), some 
molecules will slow down or even stop due to tissue 
obstacles, while others will maintain a relatively free 
diffusion path with minor disturbance [38]. Increasing 
the interval time will therefore highlight the hetero-
geneities of the aqueous medium, leading to two 
major phenomena. 

First, water displacement deviates from a strict 
Gaussian distribution, becoming more peaked and 
making the ADC inadequate to depict the diffusion 
properly [87]. To describe the shape difference 
compared to the normal distribution, the statistics 
terminology uses the term kurtosis: positive kurtosis 
refers to higher peaks and heavier tails (leptokurtic 
curves), while negative kurtosis refers to lower peaks 
and lighter tails (platykurtic curves). In the diffusion 
model, empirical evidence indicates that kurtosis is 
always positive [88]. 

Secondly, the presence of obstacles, or hindrance 
effect, reduces the average distance covered by the 
molecules during the fixed interval time: mean spins 
velocity is smaller than if considered earlier; high 
b-values settings therefore sense slower moving 
water than low b-values do [89]; it allows to target 
what is called the slow component, as opposed to 
the fast component characterized by a Gaussian 
unrestricted and slightly hindered diffusion. In other 
words, increasing the diffusion time also increases 

the weighting of the slow component, composed of 
restricted diffusion-driven molecules [90]. It is still 
unclear whether slow component should be related 
to intracellular space and fast component to extra-
cellular one [38]. 

How could the slow component provide valuable 
clinical insights? As stated earlier, water displacement 
is affected by intracellular microenvironment. Tissue 
damage often enhances local heterogeneities, such 
as in ischemic brain where cellular death includes 
nuclear fragmentation, chromatin condensation or 
cell body shrinkage [91]. High b-value diffusion images 
are sensitive to the specific areas where diffusion is 
slowed due to those microstructure alterations, they 
hence reveal the lesions at locations where conven-
tional ADC mapping does not capture changes [92]. 

To achieve the tissue complexity detection, special 
quantitative kurtosis metrics are necessary. Indeed, 
raw diffusion-weighted images contain qualitative 
information, but their interpretation is not intuitive 
[86]. Therefore, as for ADC and IVIM phenomena,  
kurtosis modeling is based on the acquisition of multi-
ple images, in order to plot the signal attenuation as a 
function of b-values. By processing this graph, a third 
compartment, consecutive to the IVIM (low b-values) 
and ADC (intermediate b-values) compartments, ap-
pears for high b-values with a curvature reflecting the 
non-Gaussian nature of diffusion (Figure 4). 

To fit this complex signal decay, several models have 
been proposed; among them the phenomenological 
kurtosis model [15] described by 4 parameters: 

S(b)= S0×[f×e-bD*+(1-f)×e          ]

Where:

S(b) is the signal; 
S0 is the reference signal; 
ADC0 is the apparent diffusion coefficient; 
D* is the tissue perfusion related coefficient; 
f is the perfusion fraction; 
K is the apparent kurtosis coefficient. 

Article
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This model, an extension of the IVIM bi-exponential 
equation, combines the three diffusion phenomena 
contributions with 4 quantitative parameters, the 
kurtosis compartment being fully described by K di-
mensionless coefficient. 

Parameters estimation commonly uses the classical 
least squares or non-linear least squares approach, to 
fit (f, D*, ADC0, K) by minimizing the squares discrepan-
cies between observed data and their expected value. 
However, this method presents several drawbacks: 
it is time-consuming and prone to images artifacts;  
it presents robustness issues since it strongly depends 
on image quality and Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). As 
a consequence, this method tends to misestimate pa-
rameters, especially D* [93]. The Bayesian processing 
is therefore under development for kurtosis at Olea 
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gy. 1991 Feb;178(2):543-8.
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Wen H. In vivo study of microcirculation in canine 
myocardium using the IVIM method. Magn Reson 
Med. 2003 Sep;50(3):531-40.
83. Yamada I, Aung W, Himeno Y, Nakagawa T, Shibuya 
H. Diffusion coefficients in abdominal organs and 
hepatic lesions: evaluation with intravoxel incoherent 

motion echo-planar MR imaging. Radiology. 1999 
Mar;210(3):617-23.
84. Le Bihan D. Imagerie de diffusion/perfusion. Traité 
de Radiodiagnostic VI - Principes et techniques d’im-
agerie. 1990;35-251-A-10.
85. Hall MG, Barrick TR. From diffusion-weighted MRI 
to anomalous diffusion imaging. Magn Reson Med. 
2008 Mar;59(3):447-55.
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deen VJ, Meuli R. Understanding diffusion MR imaging 
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diffusion tensor imaging and beyond. Radiographics. 
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Figure 4: Plot of the signal attenuation logarithm against b-values. 
Three compartments A, B and C respectively stand for IVIM, ADC 
and kurtosis phenomena.

m The Bayesian method 
in diffusion imaging: 
Technical overview 

Unlike the least-squares algorithm, the 
Bayesian approach yields more robust 

parameter estimates, i.e. more stable and more accurate. 
Rather than minimizing a residual error, the Bayesian 
method estimates the uncertainty of each parameter 
separately, with a narrow probability density function 
indicating a well-resolved value [93].

The Bayesian method relies on the computation of the 
joint posterior probability of the parameters Θ to be 
estimated, given the data X:  

where:
Θ is the set of parameters to be evaluated 
([ADC, D*, f, K] for example);
σ is the noise standard deviation;
S

0
 is the reference signal;

X is the data. 
As discribed by Neil et al. [112], uninformative priors are 
used. Then, the marginal posterior distribution of each 
parameter θ

i
 is computed, for example:

Where dΘ
\i
 is the integral over all parameters of the set Θ 

but θi.
The parameter estimate <θi> and the error on the estimate 
σi

2 are chosen respectively as the mathematical expecta-
tion and the standard deviation of the marginal posterior 
distribution: 

It is possible to specify the limits of the integral as well as 
the number of sampling points. In Olea Sphere®, default 
values have been chosen to find the best compromise 
between precision and computation time. 
The minimum and maximum values have to be chosen in 
agreement with the physiological values, so that, outside 
the integration limits, the joint probability is equal to 
zero. The computation time is proportional to the num-
ber of sampling points; this is why it is recommended to 
refrain from using very high values. 

[112]
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Medical®, to compute more stable parameters that 
will be calculated within an acceptable processing 
time in clinical settings (see Bayesian box).

Extended mapping can be achieved to take into 
account the anisotropic nature of water diffusion. 
If the signal is captured in 15 different directions, a 
fourth-order 3D symmetric tensor can describe the 
full non-Gaussian behavior [15,91,92]. New metrics 
can then be computed: mean kurtosis (MK), axial kur-
tosis (AK) and radial kurtosis (RK). Therefore, a natural 
generalization of diffusion kurtosis imaging (DKI) is 
diffusional kurtosis tensor imaging (DKTI).

DKI offers numerous interesting diagnostic possibil-
ities in neuroradiology. It has been suggested that it 
provides a better detection in neural tissues than con-
ventional DWI especially in cerebral infarction [92], 
schizophrenia [94], Parkinson’s disease [95] or gliomas 
[87]. In case of cerebral ischemia for example, DKI was 
able to show high intensity at the periphery of the 
ischemic lesion at an early stage, when conventional 
DWI was producing a homogeneous signal in the area 
of gliosis [96]. Encouraging results have also been 
reported for Alzheimer disease [97,98] and age-related 
patterns in the prefrontal brain region [99].

Besides neural tissues, several studies investigated the 
potential of DKI metrics in detecting prostate cancers 
[100,101], increasing the diagnostic confidence for 
characterizing breast lesions [102], or adding value to 
head and neck carcinoma analysis [103]. DKI prelim-
inary studies are also conducted on lung [104], liver 
[105] and bladder [106]. 

DKI provides unique and supplementary information 
to detect microstructural alterations, with a wide 
spectrum of potential applications. It is a clinical-
ly feasible process that requires minor changes in 
data acquisition compared to conventional DWI:  
b-values are only larger than those usually employed. 
However, as a novel technique, links between DKI 
parameters and pathologic findings still need further 
investigation and validation [92].

Estimation of the kurtosis tensor can generate rela-
tively long acquisition time (7 – 10 minutes) since at 
least 15 diffusion directions have to be acquired for 
each b-value, with increased susceptibility to patient 
motion [89]. However, if only mean kurtosis is of in-
terest, fast DKI (1 – 2 minutes) can be performed [107]. 

Compared to apparent diffusion coefficient ADC0
, in-

fluenced by different factors such as macromolecules 
concentration, diffusional kurtosis is a true measure 
of tissue cellular compartments and membranes. This 
specificity makes the contrast to be high between 
white and gray matter on a K map, while lighter con-
trast appears on an ADC

0
 mapping of the same area. 

As an illustration, apparent kurtosis coefficient in 
white matter is about 70% higher than in gray matter, 
reflecting the structural differences between these 
two types of cerebral tissues [15]. Finally, maximum 
b-values of about 2000 s/mm2 are needed to com-
pute DKI in the brain. Such values are now attainable 
on modern MRI scanners. 
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Diffusion Tensor Imaging: 
How? Technical and clinical 
overview
The computing of a diffusion tensor requires 

two separate sets of parameters: 1 - the direction of the 
fastest diffusion (i.e. the direction of the axon bundle) and 
2 - the diffusion coefficients along and across the axons. 

To define a direction in a 3D space, 3 coordinates are 
required; to fully describe the shape of an ellipsoid, 3 
other metrics are required (1 per axis). This means that 
DTI requires measuring diffusion in 6 different directions. 
These measurements need to be achieved for each 
non-zero b-value [6].

Thus, the modeling of diffusion in complex materials 
is performed by creating a [3 x 3] array of numbers 
corresponding to diffusion rates in each combination of 
directions. The three diagonal elements (D

xx
 ,D

yy
, D

zz
) rep-

resent diffusion coefficients measured along each of the 
principal (X-, Y- and Z-) axes. The six off-diagonal terms 
(D

xy
 ,D

xz
, etc.) reflect the correlation of random motions 

between each pair of principal directions:

  Dxx  Dxy Dxz 
 D= Dyx Dyy Dyz    Equation A  
  Dzx Dzy Dzz 
     
Because x→y and y→x diffusivities should be the same, 
mirror-image off-diagonal elements are equal, i.e. D

xy
= D

yx
, 

D
yz

= D
zy

, and D
xz

= D
zx

 . The matrix is hence symmetric and 
has six degrees of freedom. As a result, at least six diffu-
sion-weighted acquisitions in six non collinear directions 
are needed to acquire the tensor images.

This matrix is then diagonalized: 

 λ1 0 0     
             D_diag= 0 λ3 0    Equation B
 0 0 λ3
 
Where λ1, λ2, λ3 are the three eigenvalues.
An ideal frame of reference for viewing the diffusion 
tensor can then be determined. This optimal coordinate 
system is based upon the diffusion ellipsoid, whose main 
axis is parallel to the principal diffusion direction within a 

voxel. This principal axis often corresponds to anatomic 
features such as white matter tracts or fascial planes. 
The major and minor axes of the diffusion ellipsoid are 
defined by the orthogonal unit vectors (ε1, ε2, ε3) known 
as eigenvectors. The length of each eigenvector (εi) is 
multiplied by a factor λ

i
. The eigenvalues of the ellipsoid 

are proportional to Einstein’s root mean squared diffusion 
displacement in each direction. By convention, eigenvalues 
are labeled in descending order of magnitude (λ1≥ λ2≥ λ3). 
 
Specific DTI sequences are necessary to produce even 
and regular diffusion-weighted images in the brain - 
otherwise white matter tracts will look like they restrict 
diffusion. 

From eigenvalues, 4 different DTI metrics can be 
computed: 

-  the Mean diffusivity (MD) map calculated by averaging 
the three eigenvalues; this parameter is typically used 
for DWI and ADC maps. MD describes the global 
motion of the molecules in a voxel and allows detecting 
diffusion obstacles. 

-  the Axial diffusivity (AD) map equal to the single scalar 
λ1. AD represents the diffusion along the principal axis.

-  the Radial diffusivity (RD) map calculated as the average 
of λ2 and λ3. RD represents the diffusivity along the two 
minor axes.

-  the Fractional anisotropy (FA) map, calculated by com-
paring each eigenvalue with the mean of all eigenvalues. 
FA is a measure of anisotropy since large FA results in 
high anisotropic behavior.

Normal white matter tracts show high FA, a characteristic 
that is lost in many disease processes [109,110]. 

DTI can produce good low-resolution images of general 
white matter tract orientation; by calculating the principal 
direction of the tensor ellipsoid, it is possible to get the 
average direction of axonal bundles in the voxel. 

Also, by coding the voxels with different colors ac-
cording to the directions, a tractography map can be 
obtained.Axonal tracts are commonly mapped using a 
deterministic method known as FACT (Fiber Assignment 
by Continuous Tracking). 
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In this processing, the user selects “seed voxels” in a 
certain area of the organ (i.e brain) and an automated 
software computes fiber trajectories in and out of that 
area. This is accomplished by following the primary ei-
genvector (ε

1
) in each voxel until it encounters a neigh-

boring voxel, at which time the trajectory is changed 
to point in the direction of the new eigenvector.

Much more sophisticated and high resolution tractog-
raphy can be obtained by measuring diffusion in more 
directions. This can take into account areas of crossing 
fiber bundles, which would just be averaged out in 
regular DTI. 

Mainly applied in the brain, DTI enables the in 
vivo study of neural tissue microstructure. It gives 
indications about possible nerve fiber anomalies in 
white matter or spinal cord that are not visible in 
conventional imaging. Fiber tractography is the only 
method providing an indirect and in vivo view of the 
nerve fibers trajectories (Figure 6). It can be associated 
with fMRI to study the interconnections between 
nerve centers, used to analyze brain maturation and 
development (myelinization), assist in surgery planning 
for brain tumors (corticospinal bundle), or detect 
medullary compression. DTI can also be of interest 
in exploring Alzheimer’s disease, some psychiatric 

conditions, inflammatory, tumoral, vascular, traumatic 
(irreversible comas) pathologies or drug-resistant 
epilepsies [111].

 

Figure 6: Tractography fused with tumor segmenta-
tion and 3D T1 gado series

Article

Figure 5: Diffusion along a group of fiber tracts. Representation of the diffusion coefficients, the diffusion 
ellipsoid and the eigenvectors and eigenvalues [108]

Advanced 
Diffusion

MRI models
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Rachid Deriche, PhD
Research Director at Inria at Sophia 
Antipolis – Mediterranee Research 

Center, France

Rachid Deriche’s research activities 
and expertise in Computational neu-
ro-imaging, 3D Computer Vision and 

Mathematical Image Processing have 
been published in more than 60 jour-

nals and 180 conference papers with a 
Google Scholar h-index of 65, and rec-

ognized via several awards including 
the 2013 French Academy of Sciences 

Grand Prize of the EADS Corporate 
Foundation in Computer Science, the 

2014 Doctorate Honoris Causa by Sher-
brooke University and more recently 

the 2016 ERC Advanced Grant from 
the European Research Council (ERC) 
under the European Union’s Horizon 

2020 research and innovation pro-
gram (ERC AdG agreement No 694665 

“Computational Brain Connectivity 
Mapping” 09/2016-31/08/2021). 

Advanced 
Diffusion

MRI models

Olea Imagein: Could you please introduce INRIA to 
our readers and tell us more about your background?

Rachid Deriche: Inria, the French National Institute 
for computer science and applied mathematics, 
promotes “scientific excellence for technology 
transfer and society”. At Inria, we do both the-
oretical and applied research in the computing 
and mathematical fields of digital sciences and 
Inria’s missions are to produce both outstanding 
research and to ensure the impact of its research 
on the economy and society in particular. I am a 
former student of “Ecole Nationale Supérieure 
des Télécommunications” in Paris from which I 
graduated in 1979. I then received the PhD degree 

in Mathematics from the University of Paris IX, 
Dauphine in 1982 and the “Habilitation à Diriger 
des Recherches” (HDR degree) from Nice Sophia 
Antipolis University in 1991. I did my PhD thesis and 
started my research activity in computational im-
age processing at Inria Rocquencourt, close to Paris, 
before moving in September 1988 to Inria Sophia-
Antipolis, close to Nice in the French Riviera. So, I 
started contributing to the fields of computational 
image processing in the early 80’s and then moved 
to the domain of 3D computer vision in the early 
90’s before shifting my research interest to the do-
main of computational neuro-imaging in the early 
2000’s.

Interview
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O.I: What is the focus of your current academic 
activities?

R.D: I am currently Research Director at Inria in the 
Sophia Antipolis–Mediterranee Research Center 
where I lead the research activities of the Athena 
Project Team with the objectives to explore the 
Central Nervous System (CNS) using computational 
neuro-imaging. We focus on signal and image re-
cording from Diffusion Magnetic Resonance Imaging 
(dMRI), Magneto-Encephalography (MEG) and Electro-
Encephalography (EEG). 

Our goal is to develop rigorous mathematical models 
and computational tools for acquiring, modeling and 
analyzing the complex CNS structure and function. 
These models and tools will help us to better un-
derstand the architecture and the functioning of the 
human CNS and will also help our collaborators such 
as Olea Medical® to use our expertise to provide 
innovative software solutions to healthcare profes-
sionals worldwide.

O.I: Could you quickly explain diffusion imaging and 
the shifts over the past years?

R.D: Diffusion MRI (dMRI) is the unique in vivo and 
non-invasive MRI technique capable of provid-
ing the brain structural connectivity information. 
Its role is pivotal in investigating alterations and 
degeneration of the structural connections in the 
brain. The content of diffusion-weighted images is 
a signal sensitized to diffusion by using strong mag-
netic field gradient pulses. Since the first images of 
water diffusion in the human brain were published 
in ISMRM 1985 by D. Le Bihan et al., a plethora 
of models with increasing complexity and better 
accuracy have been proposed to characterize the 
integrity of the cerebral tissue, to understand its 
microstructure and to infer its connectivity. In 
dMRI, the acquisition and reconstruction of the 

diffusion signal allow for the reconstruction of the 
water molecules displacement probability, known 
as the Ensemble Average Propagator (EAP).

Historically, the first model in dMRI is the 2nd or-
der diffusion tensor (DTI) proposed by Basser et al. 
in 1984 which assumes the EAP to be Gaussian cen-
tered at the origin. While practical, this assumption 
limited the ability of the DTI to describe complex, 
singular and intricate fiber configurations (U-shape, 
kissing or crossing fibers). To overcome this lim-
itation, so-called Diffusion Spectrum Imaging (DSI) 
and High Angular Resolution Diffusion Imaging 
(HARDI) methods such as Q-ball imaging and other 
multi-tensors and compartment models were de-
veloped to resolve the orientationnality of more 
complicated fiber bundle configurations. 

Overall, these last twenty years have seen an ex-
plosion of intensive scientific research which has 
vastly improved and literally changed the face of 
dMRI. These ground-breaking changes range from 
improved and more powerful gradients, scan-
ner-technology to acquisition, post-processing 
and reconstruction schemes, resulting in shorter 
acquisitions and more accurate modeling of the 
brain-tissues microstructure and connectivity.

O.I: Why develop new models for accessing cerebral 
connectivity? 

R.D: As well understood, dMRI is well adapted to 
detect, characterize and quantify possible white 
matter abnormalities of brain tissues that cannot 
be revealed by standard imaging techniques. The 
enormous potential of dMRI to probe human brain 
connectivity is also of great benefit in clinical 
practice. Since the inception of dMRI in the mid 
1980’s, increasingly more efficient and complex 
dMRI methods have been proposed to process and 
analyze measured diffusion signals and produce 
metrics describing in more detail the underlying 
brain connectivity. 

However, so far, because the diffusion signal is 
highly complex, there is still room for improvement 
to take dMRI from the benchside to the bedside. 
The exact mechanisms governing water diffusion 
processes in the brain are still unclear and many 
interesting mathematical and computational chal-
lenges remain open. Therefore, new dMRI models 
have to be derived to gain deeper understanding of 
the dMRI signal in neural tissues. This will help to 
provide more insights and intrinsic parameters to 
precisely characterize white matter, in particular its 
intrinsic abnormalities that underpin disease states.

Figure 1: An example of tractography from brain dMRI data
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O.I: Could you simply present high order diffusion 
MRI modeling, and the resulting new biomarkers po-
tentially available?

R.D: First we have to give back to Caesar what be-
longs to Caesar i.e. despite its intrinsic limitations 
in regions with complex fiber configurations, the 
DTI model has been, nonetheless, extremely suc-
cessful in clinical practice, in acute brain stroke 
for instance, and biomarkers extracted from DTI as 
Mean Diffusivity (MD) and Fractional Anisotropy 
(FA) are still commonly used today. That being said, 
it is important to note that these biomarkers are 
extremely sensitive to confounding factors such as 
partial volume and axonal dispersion and severely 
lack specificity, meaning that room for improve-
ment in dMRI remains.

Significant improvements have been introduced 
by acquiring HARDI data and analyzing them 
through non-Gaussian diffusion process models 
(Diffusion Kurtosis) and/or the reconstruction of 
the Ensemble Average Propagator (EAP), which 
represents the whole 3D diffusion process and 
offers the possibility to deduce valuable insights 
on the microstructural properties of the observed 
white matter tissue. Indeed, from a reconstructed 
EAP, one can compute the angular features of the 
diffusion in a diffusion Orientation Distribution 
Function (ODF), providing insight in axon orienta-
tion, calculate properties of the entire diffusion 
in a voxel such as the Mean Squared Diffusivity 
(MSD) and Return-To-Origin Probability (RTOP), 
or come forth with biomarkers detailing diffusion 
along a particular white matter bundle direction 
such as the Return-to-Axis or Return-to-Plane 
Probabilities (RTAP or RTPP). Because the dMRI 
signal is highly complex, the mathematical tools 
required for processing it have to be commen-
surate in their complexity. We can also rely on 
high order dMRI modeling, High Order Tensors 
and Diffusion Kurtosis Imaging for instance, to 
derive new sensitive imaging biomarkers based on 

orientationally invariants and intrinsic microstruc-
tural features. Examples of such biomarkers are 
axonal diameter and density that can quantify the 
complexity of the diffusion profile, irrespective 
of the orientation of the patient in the scanner 
or the local direction of white matter pathways 
and potentially able to detect and predict brain 
pathologies, exquisite and intrinsic brain connec-
tivity quantification.

O.I: Could you tell us more about your research 
projects?

R.D: Since my research interest shifted from com-
puter vision to computational neuro-imaging in the 
early 2000’s, my contributions have been mainly 
focused on the computational dMRI field. This has 
led to fundamental, theoretical, methodological 
and practical contributions to DTI and HARDI with 
original and state-of-the-art algorithms in estima-
tion, regularization, segmentation, tractography 
and clustering in DTI. 

I have mainly introduced and advocated the use of 
new tools and concepts from Riemannian Geometry 
to efficient DTI and HARDI processing and devel-
oped a whole set of state-of-the-art algorithms in 
dMRI that include second as well as high order ten-
sor and HARDI models. During the last years, I also 
tackled important applications such as optimizing 
dMRI acquisitions using Kalman filtering tools and 
compressed sensing theory, automatically cluster-
ing fiber paths to facilitate group-based statistical 
analysis and extend the Riemannian framework  
developed for the second order to high order ten-
sor models, Ensemble Average Propagator (EAP) and 
Orientation Distribution Function (ODF) computing. 

From now on and for the next years, I will be main-
ly involved in my 2016 ERC AdG awarded project 
“Computational Brain Connectivity Mapping” to de-
velop a joint Dynamical Structural-Functional Brain 
Connectivity Network solidly grounded on advanced 
and integrated methods for dMRI, EEG & MEG.

O.I:   Thanks for your contribution to Olea Imagein 
magazine and all the best with your projects.

R.D: Thank you very much. It has been a great 
pleasure to answer your questions. But if you will 
allow me, I would like to end by expressing my 
great thanks to my collaborators, colleagues and 
PhD students at Inria and also to Olea Medical® for 
your great contributions to medical imaging and 
for your excellent scientific magazine.

Interview

“Because the dMRI signal is 
highly complex, the mathematical 
tools required for processing it have 
to be commensurate in their com-
plexity. 

“
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Kaori Togashi, MD
Professor and Chair of the Department of Diagnostic Imaging and Nuclear Medicine at Kyoto University 
Graduate School of Medicine, Kyoto, Japan

She has been involved in MRI of the female pelvis for more than 30 years. She estimates herself lucky to 
have started her research at the very early stage of body MRI development. Initially she was excited to see 
detailed morphology and experience clinical usefulness of pelvic MRI. Then she gradually recognized the 
power of MRI beyond morphology; MRI as a functional imaging. Cine MRI is one of the field of her interests 
in which detailed movie image revealed uterus as a “Dynamic functional organ”. After getting promoted to 
the current position in 2004, she has also been fascinated by the potential of DWI and FDG-PET imaging as 
other functional imaging modalities. 

Diffusion 
for Breast 
application

Olea Imagein: Could you quickly explain what DWI 
is?

Kaori Togashi: DWI is an image based on diffusion 
of water in the tissue. In the context of body MRI, 
the main role of DWI is evaluation of tumor. Along 
with FDG-PET, DWI is a powerful tool to detect un-
noticed small metastasis or to estimate aggressive-
ness of tumor in various cancers including prostate 
cancer, uterine cancer, ovarian cancer, liver tumor, 
and breast cancer.

O.I: How do you use it in your daily routine for 
breast application? How does it help you in your 
diagnosis process?

K.T: In our institution, DWI is now incorporated into 
almost all of the routine body MR protocols. DWI helps 
radiologists in detecting known/unknown cancer site 
and improve our confidence in diagnosing malignancy, 
particularly when contrast enhanced images show in-
conclusive results or contrast agent is contraindicated. 
DWI does not need contrast agent and is, therefore, 
easy to add on with minimum burden to patients. In 
addition, apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) value, a 
quantitative parameter, provides us with measurable 
information of the tumor cellularity, composition or 

structure. For example, ADC value is associated with 
cellularity and also with proliferative marker in certain 
types of breast cancer. Outside breasts, DWI some-
times helps in identifying unexpected metastasis to 
lymph nodes and bones. 

O.I: Could you briefly present a case study to our 
readers?

K.T: A lady was diagnosed as bilateral fibroade-
nomas on ultrasound. MRI showed bilateral round 
circumscribed masses. However, one of the mass 
showed high signal intensity on DWI (b=1000 s/mm2 

right) with ADC value of 0.9 x 10-3 mm2/s, which 
was too low for typical fibroadenoma. Pathological 
examination revealed this lesion as breast cancer.

Figure 1: Round circumscribed mass pointed out on hyper-
signal on b-1000 (left) and post-contrast T1-WI (right) series
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Whole 
body 
Diffusion
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Malignant tumors are the third most common cause 
of death worldwide, so accurate diagnosis and stag-
ing of cancer is imperative to optimize treatment 
strategies in order to improve long-term survival. For 
at least 10 years, whole-body magnetic resonance 
imaging (WBMRI) using conventional sequences has 
shown its superiority versus conventional modalities 
(e.g., bone scintigraphy, CT) and can be used alone or 
associated with PET/CT with excellent results. Unless 
acquired with high spatial resolution, these sequences 
also deliver numerous anatomical information and 
render it difficult for radiologists to screen the whole 
patient without missing a lesion. Initially developed 
for brain analysis, both diffusion-weighted imaging 
(DWI) and whole-body diffusion-weighted imaging 
(WB-DWI) exploit the random, translational motion 
of water protons in biologic tissue, which reflects 
tissue-specific diffusion capacity. Most tumor lesions 
are associated with architectural malformations and 
water diffusivity changes. 

ACQUISITION 
AND INTERPRETATION
Generating a field of view from vertex to mid-thigh, 
either an integrated body coil or multiple phased array 
coils covering the entire zone are used, with or without 
particular devices for rapid table movement, with or 
without breathhold. Fat suppression or background body 
signal suppression is applied depending on machines and 
vendors. By performing multiple stations of axial slices 
a composite image of the whole body can be created 
using maximum intensity projection (MIP) (20 mm thick-
ness) and displayed using a reversed black-and-white 
grey scale for convenient visualization (Figure 1). 

Trevor La Folie, MD

#  2 7
I n n o v a t i o n  f o r  l i f eO l e a  I m a g e i n
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Figure 1: Whole-body coronal MIP grey-scale inverted DWI of normal subjects. (a) On a 1.5T GE MRI. Note that the dark signal of the brain, spleen, 
spinal cord and testicles is a normal finding, as are the small lymph nodes in the neck, axillae and groin; (b) On a 3T GE MRI; (c) On a 3T Siemens MRI. 

a b c
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Figure 2: (a) Whole-body coronal T1-weighted image combined with coronal DWI b-600 (hot iron color) at 1.5T; (b) Whole-body 
coronal STIR combined with coronal DWI of the same patient at 1.5T

ArticleArticle

MIP images should not be used alone for disease  
assessments because false positive and false negative 
can occur. Every suspicious lesion on high b-value imag-
es should be evaluated using co-registration sequences.
Two b-values usually suffice because increasing the 
number of b-values prolongs examination time. Because 
the technique is usually used as a contrast mechanism to 
identify cellular tissues, the higher b-value chosen is usu-
ally 600–1000 s/mm2 (typically 600 with 1.5T machine 
and 800-1000 with 3T). Depending on the sequences 
used, comprehensive assessments can be completed 
within 45–50 min of table time. Dedicated workstation 
software and continuous moving table technologies 
are now widely available increasing acquisition process 
and post-acquisition [1]. These software tools stitch 
together images acquired at different anatomic sta-
tions and displayed as a single image to facilitate read-
ing. Fusion images of DWI and conventional sequences 
have already been evaluated and proven useful in this 
way (Figure 2). Usual WB-DWI protocol could techni-
cally be: whole-body (skull base to mid-thighs)–axial, 
diffusion-weighted, STIR fat suppression, 5–7 mm con-
tiguous slicing, multiple stations, 2 b-values (b50–100 
and b800–1000), ADC calculations with mono-expo-
nential data fitting, coronal b800–1000 multiplanar 
reconstructions and 3D-MIP reconstructions of highest 
b-value images.

QUANTIFICATION 
AND THERAPEUTIC 
FOLLOW-UP
The evaluation of source b800–1000 value images of 
DW-MRI sequences is based on comparing high b-value 
image intensity to adjacent muscle signal intensity, but 
assessment of Apparent Diffusion Coefficient (ADC) 
map is numeric (unit: 10-3mm2/s or μm2/s). ADC is con-
sidered to reflect the tissue-specific diffusion capacity. 
This opens the way to an improved characterization of 
the lesions detected in a whole-body examination, es-
pecially useful during follow-up after therapy (Figures 3, 
4 and 5). The need for standardisation of WB-MRI tech-
nology has always been expressed since 2005.

In this way, in 2009, a committee of experts reached 
consensus and made recommendations about DWI 
as a cancer biomarker [2] including: correlations with 
endpoints, data display, standardization, validation and 
reproducibility.

a b
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Figure 3: Whole-body coronal MIP grey-scale inverted DWI at 1.5T. (a) Initial exam. Note multiple masses in high signal. 
(b) After 1 month of chemotherapy: no changes. (c) After 2 months: loss of signal, same size of the masses.
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Seven years later, in 2016 [3], considering that imaging 
depicted metastatic state is key to patient manage-
ment for biomarker (BM) development and for ther-
apeutic clinical trials, a panel of international experts 
has designed recommendations that promote stan-
dardization and diminish variations in the acquisition, 
interpretation, and reporting of WB-MRI scans for 
use in the specific case of advanced prostate cancer. 

This is the first (but surely not the last) global and 
specific recommendations considering specific 
neoplasia.

Among many purposes, this group proposed  
evidence recommendations to establish minimum 
acceptable technical parameters for WB-DWI data, 
develop standardized data collection methods that 
enable detailed descriptions of the disease phe-
notype based on imaging patterns of metastases, 

develop comprehensive response criteria that assess 
bones, soft tissues, and local diseases,  summarize the 
likelihood of response in bones, soft tissues, and local 
diseases that may be used to direct patient manage-
ment, enable data collection for outcome monitoring 
in the context of clinical trials and allow the educa-
tion of radiologists on WB-MRI reporting in order to 
reduce variability in imaging interpretations [3].

No doubt that in a near future, these types of evi-
dence reviews and recommendations will be en-
larged to other categories of cancer with improved 
data acquisition [4] and quantitative assessments [5]. 

 

Trevor La Folie, MD
Radiologist at HIA Sainte Anne, 
Toulon, France
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DW-MRI of the prostate plays a central role in pros-
tate MRI. It is considered as the dominant sequence 
in the peripheral zone (PZ) [1]. If combined with T2W 
images, it also improves the accuracy of MRI for the 
detection of transitional zone cancer (TZ Ca) [2,3]. 

To characterize a focal lesion visible on MRI, a 1 to 5 
scale is used. A score of 4 or 5 results in a cancer 
detection rate of 70-100% [4], whereas a score of 1 
or 2 has been found to generally represent benign 
tissue [4]. As a result, it is now recommended to 
routinely perform MR-targeted biopsy of score 4 or 
5 lesions, while considering deferment of biopsy for 
low-probability lesions. 

However, management of score 3 lesions remains 
unclear, because the visual assessment of the com-
bination of the Signal Intensity (SI) on the apparent 
diffusion coefficient (ADC) map and source DW im-
ages (dark on the ADC map and bright on source DW 
images), which characterizes score 4 and 5 lesions, is 
not straightforward in score 3 lesions. Visual assess-
ment of these lesions is labelled “mildly hypointense” 
on the ADC map and “iso or mildly hyperintense” on 
the DW source images at a b-value >1000 s/mm2 (i.e 
1500 or 2000 in most studies), which entails a part 
of subjectivity. 

Currently, targeted biopsies of score 3 lesions are 
recommended, but the cancer detection rate is low, 
approximately 20% [4], which contributes largely to 
the low specificity of the Likert or PIRADS scoring 
systems, lower than 50% [5]. The value of DW-MRI 
metrics deserved thus to be explored to improve the 
specificity of DW-MRI to characterize focal prostatic 
lesions, especially score 3 lesions. The most often 
used parameter has been the absolute value of the 
ADC, but several studies have proposed other pa-
rameters derived from the ADC map to improve the 
diagnostic and prognostic values of ADC metrics. 

This review aims to show the different quantitative 
parameters available to evaluate the performance of 
quantitative MRI with a special focus on score 3 lesions. 

QUANTITATIVE DWI 
AND DETECTION 
OF PZ PCA
The ADC map 
Numerous publications have established that the mean 
ADC value was significantly lower in prostate cancer 
(PCa) than in benign tissue [6]. However, the reported 
values of ADC in PCa showed great variations, ranging 
from 0.98 ± 0.22 x10-3 mm²/s to 1.39 ± 0.23 x10-3 mm²/s. 
One factor contributing to these variations is the  
selection of the maximal b-value among the studies. 
The higher the b-value, the lower the ADC value [7,8]. 
Also, the ADC value varies with the number of inter-
mediate b-values [9] between 0 and 1000 s/mm ² and 
with the inclusion of the b0 value, often discarded to 
avoid the perfusion effect (pseudo-diffusion). 
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Figure 1: Water Diffusion Metrics (modified from [64]). Two rect-
angular gradient pulses of equal strength are applied before and 

after the 180-refocusing pulse of the turbo fast spin echo sequence. 
δ (diffusion time) is the time interval between the two gradient 

lobes, and Δ is the overall time interval during which the gradients 
are applied (gradient duration). The b-value (formula in brackets) is 
linearly related to Δ, but also to the square of δ. The values should 

thus be the same in every patient to have a valid comparison of 
ADC values across patients. 
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Another finding shared by all studies is that, despite 
the significant difference of ADC values between 
cancer and benign tissue, an overlap could be noted  
between benign and malignant focal lesions [10]. 
Lastly, the two parameters used to measure the ADC 
value, diffusion time (Figure 1) and duration of appli-
cation of the gradients [11] should theoretically be the 
same to compare ADC values across patients, but they 
are currently integrated together into one b-value.  
As a result, quantitative ADC metrics should be used 
with caution to better characterize focal prostatic 
abnormalities. To circumvent this limitation, the only 
reliable alternative would be for each center to de-
fine its own cut-off ADC value to differentiate PCa 
from benign tissue, according to the local DW proto-
col and MR platform used.

For example, in our routine practice, the mean ADC 
value is measured at the upper, mid and lower part of 
the lesion and the lowest value is the reference value. 
With regards to score 3 lesions (Table 1), we confirmed 
that cancer lesions had a lower mean ADC value than 

benign lesions (0.978 ± 0.146 vs 1.120 ± 0.115 x10-3 mm²/s, 
p=0.02). The value of the area under the curve (Az) of 
the ADC value to differentiate PCa from benign tissue 
was 0.795. A sensitivity (Se) of 89% could be obtained 
at a cut-off value of 1.080x10-3 mm²/s achieving a spec-
ificity (Sp) of 50%. This finding may help for the biopsy 
decision making in score 3 lesions, allowing for the 
deferral of 25% of immediate biopsies. 

The ADC ratio 

The ADC ratio consists of calculating the ratio of 
the mean tumor ADC value to that of a surrounding 
reference tissue. This intra-patient normalized ADC 
may compensate for equipment-related variations 
and improve the discrepant performance of absolute 
ADC values. To measure the ADC ratio, a region of 
interest (ROI) is placed in the contralateral benign PZ, 
in mirror position to the tumor. 
A mean ADC ratio value of around 0.60-0.65 is the 
most often reported cut-off to differentiate PCa 
from benign tissue [12]. However, as for ADC metrics, 
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Table 1: ADC metrics and derivates in 41 score 3 lesions (Cornud et al., unpublished data). 

  Benign any Ca GS 3+3 GS 3+4
  (32) (9) (4) (5)
ADC 1.12 ± 115 0.9_ ± 0.136 (p=0.003) 0.937 ± 0.15 1.01 ± 0.013 (p=0.45)
(x10-3 mm2/s) 
 
ADC ratio
Mirror 0.61 ± 0.1  0.57 ± 0.07 (p=0.26) 0 59 ± 0.06 0.56 ± 0.08 (p=0.14)
Whole Prostate 0.72 ± 0.09 0.6 ± 0.06 (p=0.0002) 0.53 ± 0.08 0.63 ± 0.03 (p=0.03)

WL ADC
(x10-3 mm2/s)
Mean 1.2 ± 0.0.155 1.06 ± 0.93 (p=0.02) 1.04 ± 0.59 1.08 ± 117 (p=0.5)
10 % 1.08 ± 0.143 0.95 ± 0.15 (p=0.37) 0.93 ± 0.75 0.97 ± 0.19 (p>0.07)
25%  1.17 ± 0.142 0.99 ± 0.11 (p=0.10) 0.97 ± 0.74 1.01 ± 0.15 (p>0.05)
50%  1.17 ± 0.14 1.07 ± 0.106 (p=0.055) 1.04 ± 0.62 1.10 ± 0.13 (p>0.05)

SI ratio 
1500  1.7 ± 0.33 1.8 ± 0.39 (p=0.13) 1.8 ± 0.3 1.9 ± 0.5 (p>0.05)
3000  2.84 ± 0.95 4 ± 1.26 (p=0.005 4.1 ± 1.4 4 ±1.3 (p>0.05
6000  6.49 ± 4.5 15.7 ± 12.7 (p=0.001 18 ± 19 13 ± 6 (p>0.05)
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the discriminant value of the ADC ratio showed 
conflicting results. Some studies [13] reported that 
the correlation coefficient with the presence of tu-
mor was higher (0.883) for the ADC ratio compared 
with that obtained when the absolute ADC values 
were used alone (0.873). Other studies showed the 
opposite [12] by reporting that for PZ tumor detec-
tion the ADC value achieved a significantly higher Az 
value and specificity than the ADC ratio. With regard 
to score 3 lesions, our experience (Table 1) showed 
that the mean value of ADC ratio of tumors was not 
significantly different from that of benign lesions 
(0.57 ± 0.07 vs 0.61 ± 0.1). These discrepancies may be 
due to the fact that the benign PZ commonly shows 
variations of signal intensity related to the frequency 
of PZ benign changes such as prostatitis, fibrosis or 
atrophy [12]. As a result, we thought it could be more 
appropriate to define a more reproducible ROI to 

average the heterogeneity of the benign prostate 
(Figures 2 and 3). We thus calculated the Az of the 
ADC ratio by choosing the rest of the entire surface 
of the benign prostate, including the PZ and the TZ as 
the ROI of reference. In score 3 lesions (Table 1), the 
ADC ratio with this metric was significantly lower in 
Ca (0.6 ± 0.06) than in benign focal lesions (0.73 ± 
0.09) (p<0.0002). The Az value was 0.89 and a cut-off 
value of 0.66 could detect any prostate cancer with 
a sensitivity of 90% and a specificity of 75% (Table 1).

Whole lesion ADC with values 
of the 10th, 25th, and 50th percentiles

Recent studies have shown that the prognostic val-
ue of more sophisticated ADC metrics derived from 
whole-lesion histogram assessment [14-17] (see below). 
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Figure 2: Very high computed b-values in a score 4 lesion. Right focal hypointensity on T2W (arrow, a) in the right lobe, dark on the 
ADC map (b), extracted from a b-50-500-1000 DW acquisition, and bright on the acquired b1000 images (c). As the computed b-value 

increases (d,e,f), the benign prostate is more and more suppressed, while the tumor remains bright. 
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Such metrics may also represent an aid for the man-
agement decisions in score 3 lesions. A software is 
required for the segmentation of the lesion by placing 
a 3D volume of interest involving all slices showing the 
lesion. Whole-lesion ADC metrics (mean value and 
mean values determined by the 10th, 25th, and 50th per-
centiles) are then computed. 

These metrics are supposed to provide a more robust 
assessment of the presence of low ADC values within 
the lesion than does the absolute minimum ADC value 
within any single voxel. In score 3 lesions, a study [18] 
showed that, in naïve biopsy patients, a whole lesion 
ADC value at the 25th percentile ≤1.04 x10-3 mm²/s 
achieved a 90% sensitivity and 50% specificity to sus-
pect the presence of a Gleason score (GS) >6 tumor. 

Comparison with the accuracy of the mean non-whole 
lesion ADC value was not available in the article. 

In our practice (Table 1), we found that the mean 
whole-lesion ADC value of score 3 cancer lesions was 
significantly lower than that of benign lesions. The Az 
value was 0.76 and a cut-off value of 1.18x10-3mm²/s 
could detect any tumor with a sensitivity of 89% 
and a specificity of 47%. However, the 10th and 25th 
percentiles were not significantly different between 
both groups. 
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Figure 3: Signal Intensity Ratio metrics (same patient as in Figure 2). A reference ROI is placed on the tumor and a second one on the 
rest of the benign prostate. The ROIs are automatically propagated to all b-values and to the ADC map. The SI ratios are automatically 

calculated by the software. The value steadily increases from 4 to 104, as the b-values increase from 1500 to 6000 s/mm². Of note 
the low value of the ADC (0.44 x10-3 mm²/s) and of the ADC ratio (0.32) measured with the rest of the prostate as the reference ROI. 

Targeted biopsies showed a Gleason score 4+3 tumor with 70% G4. 
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Very high b-values images 

To increase the conspicuity of tumor foci, the use of 
computed b-values of 1500 or 2000 s/mm2 is rec-
ommended [19-23]. Computed high b-values images 
increase diffusion-weighting, allowing for a greater 
suppression of benign prostate, and thus improve the 
sensitivity of source DW-MR images for the detec-
tion of PCa (Figures 2 and 3). 

More recently, several studies have reported a greater 
contrast between tumor and benign tissue at still higher 
computed b-values of 2500 to 4000 s/mm2 [19,24-27], 
considering that b-values >2000 s/mm2 can show a 
continual greater degree of benign tissue suppression. 
All these studies have evaluated the increase of the 
tumor conspicuity visually, so that no quantitation has 
been evaluated to define a cut-off value to differenti-
ate PCa from benign tissue. However, in one of these 
studies [26], the ratio between the signal intensity of 

the PZ tumor and the rest of the PZ has been shown 
to steadily increase as the b-value was increasing, 
thus potentially defining a quantitative parameter to 
differentiate PCa from benign lesions. The rationale 
for such an approach is that computed DWI at very 
high b-values, up to 6000 s/mm², synthetized from 
measured images with b-values between 0 and 800 
s/mm², yield a high contrast to noise ratio, because 
computed values are theoretically noise-free, hence 
not affected by the noise floor effect due to the 
non-normal Rician distribution of the noise [28]. 

These metrics can be evaluated using the Bayesian 
theory which has been successfully applied to im-
prove the performance of ADC metrics [29,30]. This 
probabilistic approach is used in Olea Sphere® soft-
ware to calculate more robustly, with regards to the 
noise level, the ADC value and to synthetize very high 
b-values. 
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Figure 4: Very high computed b-values in a score 3 lesion. 67 y/o man. PSA: 18 ng/ml. Two series of systematic negative biopsies. 
Right focal hypointensity on T2W images (arrow, a) in the right lobe, dark on the ADC map (b) and isointense on the acquired b-value 

of 1500 s/mm2 (c). As the computed b-value increases (d,e), both the benign prostate and the lesion are increasingly suppressed.  
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Quantitative very high b-value DWI may thus repre-
sent an adjunct to the ADC map, especially in score 
3 lesions, to differentiate PCa from benign tissue, at 
least in the PZ. 

In our practice (Table 1), we studied the Signal 
Intensity Ratio (SIR) between the lesion and the rest 
of benign prostate on the same MRI slice including, 
as for the ADC ratio, the TZ and the PZ. Olea Sphere® 
software allows for a computation of an array of 
very high b-values. As shown in Figure 2, the benign 
prostate is more and more suppressed as the b-value 
increases and results in an increase of the SIR. With 
regard to score 3 lesions (Figure 3), we found that the 
SIR was significantly greater in cancer than in benign 
lesions at b-3000 (4 ± 1.26 vs 2.84 ± 0.95, p=0,005) 
and still significantly greater at b-6000 (15.7 ± 12.7 vs 
6.49 ± 4.5, p=0,0012), but not at b-1500 s/mm². At 
b-3000, the value of the Az was 0.78 and a cut-off of 
2.7 achieved a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 
53% for the detection of any cancer. At a b-value of 
6000 s/mm², the Az was 0.82 and a cut-off value of 
7.6 achieving a sensitivity of 100% and a specificity of 
66%, although the difference was not significant with 
results at a b-value of 3000 s/mm².

QUANTITATIVE DWI 
AND ASSESSMENT 
OF GLEASON SCORE
OF PZ CANCER
Numerous studies have shown an inverse relation-
ship between the ADC value and the surgical Gleason 
score of PCa with an overall correlation coefficient 
which varies from 0.32 (weak correlation) to 0.50 (fair 
correlation). The ADC value of Gleason 6 tumors is 
above 1 x10-3mm2/s in all studies [7,17,31-43] but one 
[44] (range: 1.04-1.3), and is higher than that of Gleason 
score >7 tumors (range: 0.69-0.88 x10-3 mm²/s). All 
studies share showed a substantial overlap between 
the different subclasses, as indicated by the high 
values of reported standard deviations. Similarly, 
whole-tumor ADC metrics [14,45] showed that the 
mean and/or the mean 10th percentile ADC values 
were lower in Gleason 6 vs >6 tumors.
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Table 2: Correlation of the %G4 component of TRUS-MRI image fusion targeted biopsies (TB%G4) with the pathological %G4 
component of radical prostatectomy specimen (RP%G4) (from reference [52]). The %G4 detected on TB is upgraded
to a higher rate in 15-43% of cases, depending of the %G4 category. 

 TB %G4 0%G4 >0-25% G4 >25-50% G4 >50% G4
  GS6 GS 3+4 GS 3+4 GS 4+3

RP %G4

0%G4 45% 4% 4% 0
GS 6  
 
>0-25% G4 43% 54% 18% 0
GS 3+4 

>25-50% G4 10% 27% 48% 8%
GS 3+4

>50% G4 2% 15% 30% 92%
GS 4+3 
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Results of ADC ratio metrics were discrepant, prob-
ably for the same reasons as for the diagnostic value 
of the ADC ratio (see above). Some authors [41,46] 
found a mean ADC ratio <0.50 in GS>6 tumors vs 
>0.50 in GS=6 tumors. In another study [47], using 
an unusual set of acquired b-values (0-800-1600), 
the Az value was 0.92 (p=0.12) for the ADC value and 
0.86 for the ADC ratio (p=0.42), indicating no incre-
mental value of the ADC ratio compared to that of 
the ADC value.

Several studies aimed to be more accurate and ad-
dressed the more specific challenge of intermedi-
ate grade tumors (Gleason score 7) which probably 
represents the true challenge of DW-MRI. Tumor 
aggressiveness is strongly related to the percent of 
Gleason grade 4 (%G4) components present within 
the tumor [48]. Stamey et al [49] demonstrated that 
biological progression after radical prostatectomy 

increased for each 10% increment of %G4 and the 
poorer prognosis of Gleason score 4+3 vs 3+4 [50] 
has been well-established [51]. 

The accuracy for the detection of the %G4 has been 
significantly increased these past years thanks to 
MR-targeted biopsies, but some limitations, namely 
the detection of small amounts of Gleason grade 
4 and the determination of the primary grade of 
Gleason 7 tumors can still be noted [52] (Table 2). 
Several studies [7,17,33,35,38,42] compared ADC val-
ues of Gleason score 74+3 vs 73+4 and discrepancies 
could be noted. Some authors [17,42] failed to show 
a significant difference between both groups, while 
four studies [7,33,35,38] found the difference to be 
significant. Whole-lesion ADC metrics similarly 
failed to find a significant difference between the 
two categories of Gleason Score [17,53]. 
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ing benign tissue. Note however that the value of the ADC (1.1 x10-3 mm2/s) and of the ADC ratio (0.76) also suggest benign tissue. 

Sixty template transperineal biopsies showed benign tissue. 
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These discrepancies may be due to the enrollment 
of score 73+4 tumors with varying amounts of 
grade 4 across studies. Intuitively, it may indeed be 
expected that tumors with small amounts of grade 
4 (up to 20-25%) have a mean ADC value similar to 
that of Gleason 6 tumors, because the distribution 
of grade 4 components is diffuse, making thus im-
possible to detect an area within the tumor with 
a more restricted diffusion supposed to contain 
the Gleason grade 4 (G4) component. Moreover, 
between 40 and 60% of G4, evaluation of the %G4 
may vary across pathologists. It can thus also be 
expected that, in the range of 40-60 %G4, the ADC 
value may not be significantly different to differ-
entiate Gleason score 3+4 from 4+3 tumors. 

In score 3 lesions, the use of ADC metrics to pre-
dict the presence signs of aggressiveness may thus 
be challenging. Nevertheless, it should be noted 
that the cancer detection rate of Gleason score >6 
lesions in score 3 lesions by MR-targeted biopsies 
is low. It varies between 0 [4] and 8.8 % [18]. Also, 
in our experience, the percent of Gleason grade 4 
observed in score 3 cancer lesions is low, no great-
er than 20% at surgical histology, similar to that 
observed in non-visible Gleason score 3+4 tumors, 
characterized by a low volume and a %G4 not 
greater than 20% [52]. It may thus be questioned if 
an immediate diagnosis of these tumors is required 
as a radical treatment. 

In one study [18], a whole-lesion ADC value at the 
25th percentile ≤1.04 x10-3 mm²/s achieved a 90% 
sensitivity and 50% specificity for the detection of 
GS > 6 tumors. In our experience, the only factor 
which could discriminate Gleason score 3+4 from 
Gleason score 3+3 tumors in score 3 lesions was 
the ADC ratio using the whole benign prostate 
as the reference ROI (0.53±0.08 vs 0.63±0.03,  
respectively, p=0.03) (Table 1). The Az value to 
detect GS 3+4 tumors was 0.8 and a cut-off value 
of 0.63 provided on the ROC curve a sensitivity of 
80% and a specificity of 78% to predict the pres-
ence of a >0-20% grade 4 component. Values of 
the other factors (mean ADC, whole-lesion mean 

ADC value whatever the percentile, signal intensity 
ratio whatever the b-value) were not significantly 
different between both groups. 

ADVANCED DW-MRI 
TECHNIQUES
Bi-exponential diffusion (IntraVoxel 
Incoherent Motion, IVIM) or how 
to separate the perfusion and the 
diffusion effects in DW-MRI.

In the capillary compartment of the model original-
ly described by Le Bihan et al [54], the movement 
of water molecules mimics a diffusion process  
(pseudo-diffusion), evaluated by perfusion parameters 
(D*, or ADC

fast
), derived from the weighting by several 

low b-values (0-100) (Figure 6). D* is represented by the 
initial portion of the curve which has a steep slope, 
because of the greater 1H

2
O distance motion when 

diffusion gradients are applied. 

The second part of the curve is evaluated with higher 
b-values. The slope is less steep and reflects tissue 
diffusion (D or ADC

slow
). f corresponds to the blood 

volume derived from water protons flowing through 
pseudo-randomly oriented micro-capillaries and has 
been labelled perfusion fraction in the study by Le 
Bihan et al. [54]. 
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Several studies [55-59] showed that, among the 
three parameters (D, D* and f), D has the highest 
accuracy to discriminate PCa from benign tissue, 
but all the studies showed that D and ADC values 
performed equally to discriminate tumor from be-
nign tissue (AUC: 0.9). Some studies [56,60] found 
that the value of D could discriminate low- (Gleason 
score <7) from high-grade (Gleason score >7) PCa. 

The other parameters of the bi-exponential mod-
el (D* and f) showed a great variation of values 
with very large standard deviations and were thus 
not discriminant between Ca and benign tissue in 
all studies, but one [60]. The conclusion was that  
exclusion of this highly variable perfusion compo-
nent may increase the diagnostic and prognostic 
values of the D parameter. Our experience at 1.5T 
with a reusable rectal coil (In Vivo) with a 10 b-values 
(0,10,20,30,40,50,80,100,500,1000) sequence showed 
that D and ADC values performed equally (AUC 0.89 
and 0.91 respectively). The optimal cut-off value, 

regardless of the PIRADS score, to differentiate 
Ca from benign foci was 1070 for the ADC value  
(Se: 84%, Sp: 83%) and 1190 for the D value (Se: 86%, 
Sp: 83%). 

Thus, although the bi-exponential model may pro-
vide a better fitting when multiple small b-values 
are used, further studies are required to confirm 
its potential incremental value over that of the 
mono-exponential model in the detection of PCa. 
In this regard, a study [61] showed that when mea-
suring the whole lesion value of the ADC and that of 
D, D performed better, especially the 10th percentile 
value to differentiate GS6 tumors vs GS>6 tumors. 

Kurtosis Diffusion Imaging 

Overlap of quantitative ADC values derived from 
higher and lower grade PCa as well as from benign 
tissue may be due to another limitation of the 
mono-exponential DWI-based estimation of ADC, 
which assumes a Gaussian distribution of the displace-
ments of the water molecules. However, when cellu-
larity increases and restricts water diffusion, displace-
ment of water molecules is assumed to become non 
Gaussian. The term Kurtosis describes the deviation of 
a non-Gaussian distribution compared with a Gaussian 
distribution. Using Diffusion-Kurtosis MRI (DK-MRI), it 
is possible to quantify this deviation. The Kurtosis is 
extracted from DW images acquired with a multi-b DW 
sequence including two b-values above 1000 s/mm² 
(b1500 and b2000) and may allow for a better differen-
tiation between Ca and benign tissue. A high b-value 
of about 2000 s/mm²  is needed to have a sufficiently 
large effect on the DW signal when a non Gaussian 
distribution is tested. 

Only few clinical applications of DK-MRI of the pros-
tate have been published. In the initial study [62], K 
values were higher (0.96 ± 0.24) in Ca than in benign 
PZ (0.57 ± 0.07) and also higher in Gleason score >6 
tumors (1.05 ± 0.26) than in Gleason score 6 tumors 
(0.89 ± 0.20, p<.001). 

imaging for differentiating the gleason grade of 
prostate cancer. Eur Radiol. 2015;25(4):994-1004.
62. Rosenkrantz AB, Sigmund EE, Johnson G, Babb 
JS, Mussi TC, Melamed J, et al. Prostate cancer: fea-
sibility and preliminary experience of a diffusional 
kurtosis model for detection and assessment of ag-
gressiveness of peripheral zone cancer. Radiology. 
2012;264(1):126-35.
63. Roethke MC, Kuder TA, Kuru TH, Fenchel M, 
Hadaschik BA, Laun FB, et al. Evaluation of Diffusion 
Kurtosis Imaging Versus Standard Diffusion Imaging 
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tate Cancer. Invest Radiol. 2015.
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Figure 6: Bi-exponential decay of the DW signal, modified from 
[65]. The initial portion of the curve is steep for plotted signal 

intensity values at low b-values (within the rectangular light grey 
box). However, at higher b-values (dark grey rectangular box), the 
slope is less steep. The hockey stick shape of the bi-exponential 

curve provides a better fitting to the acquired DW data than 
the mono-exponential model used to generate the ADC map 

(dotted line).  
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The sensitivity of K was greater than that of the ADC 
for differentiating Ca from benign PZ (93.3% vs 78.5%, 
p<.001) without loss of specificity (95.7%, p>0.99) and 
showed a comparable value of the AUC (68.6% vs 
51.0%) for differentiating Gleason score 6 tumors from 
Gleason score >6 tumors.

Interestingly, a second study from another group 
[63] did not reveal a significant difference between 
K and standard ADC for the detection of any cancer 
and of Gleason >6 tumors. The discrepancy between 
both studies was probably related to the ADC met-
rics which were extracted, in the first study [62], 
from the DW-Kurtosis sequence which requires an 
increased echo time to acquire the b-2000 images 
(81ms). In this second study [63] a separate standard 
DWI sequence was used, with a shorter TE (58ms) to 
calculate the ADC. 

It was concluded in the second study that the value 
of the ADC metrics in a DK sequence may be underes-
timated. DK-MRI may thus show promise to improve 
the performance of a standard ADC map, both for 
diagnosis and assessment of tumor aggressiveness, but 
further studies are required to reconcile findings of 
both studies detailed above.

CONCLUSION
In summary, quantitative DW-MRI of the PZ may im-
prove the specificity of DW-MRI scoring system of 
the PIRADS. Currently, there is not enough data to 
suggest that the value of the ADC metrics could be 
improved by more sophisticated parameters. Whole 
lesion ADC metrics and advanced DW sequences are 
under evaluation. However, they are time-consuming 
and labor intensive. They are thus not yet adapted 
for routine practice and more automatic work-
flows are required to incorporate them in worksta-
tions. Therefore, it seems useful to suggest simple 
recommendations. 

The first is the use of a standardized protocol with 
three b-values (the high b-value should not exceed 
b-1000 s/mm²) and with comparable acquisition 
parameters across platforms. This step should aid 
to standardize the ADC value across centers and 
most probably help to better characterize score 3 
or 4 prostatic PZ lesions. It may thus help the biopsy  
decision making in routine clinical practice in an  
effort to upgrade or downgrade as much as possible 
score 3 lesions, to switch to a binary choice which 
would indicate biopsy or not. 

The second recommendation is the use of high and 
very high computed b-values which increase the con-
spicuity of PCa and may help to differentiate it from 
benign tissue. A maximal value of b-3000, if available, 
has been suggested (26) to visually increase the con-
spicuity of prostatic tumors. 

The third is to use the rest of the benign prostate as 
the reference ROI, instead of the contra-lateral PZ, 
for ADC ratio and signal intensity ratio metrics which 
may improve the diagnostic accuracy of ADC metrics. 

Determination of Gleason score by quantitative DW-
MRI should take into account the fact that the under-
estimation rate of Gleason score, which was a major 
limitation of systematic biopsies, can be considerably 
decreased if MR-targeted biopsies are routinely used. 
These biopsies still show limitations to detect small 
amounts of grade 4 and to accurately predict the 
primary Gleason grade of score 7 lesions. This in-
formation may be an important requirement before 
including patients in active surveillance or focal ther-
apy protocols. The true challenge of quantitative MRI 
may thus be to assess if it can predict an upgrade in 
the %G4 detected on a MR-targeted biopsy. Further 
research is definitively required to determine if this 
goal is achievable. 
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Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI) is a magnetic reso-
nance imaging (MRI) technique using the microscopic 
thermal motion of water molecules in biologic tissues 
[1,2]. Because of technique development improving the 
image quality, DWI is now used worldwide in liver MRI 
for focal liver lesion detection and characterization,   
assessment of post-treatment tumor response and for 
evaluation of diffuse liver disease. Advanced diffusion 
methods like intravoxel incoherent motion (IVIM) have 
the potential to improve DWI accuracy for diffuse liver 
diseases and focal liver lesion assessment, but to date, 
the IVIM approach still belongs in the research field.

IVIM APPROACH 
The IVIM approach is an advanced DWI technique 
initially described by Le Bihan et al. who showed that 
the signal intensity decay versus b-value has more than 
one exponential component, being mostly influenced 

by microcirculation at low b-values (100-150 s/mm2) and 
by true extra- and intracellular diffusion at high b-values 
[3]. The IVIM approach assumes that the signal decrease 
is bi-exponential, with a fast component of the diffusion 
linked to the perfusion effect, called pseudo-diffusion, 
and a slow component linked to the water diffusion or 
true diffusion. A bi-exponential function is used to fit 
the signal intensity decay (Figure 1), as described in the 
following equation:
 
 Sb=S0 [(1-f) e-b D+f e- b D* ]

where S0 and Sb represent the signal intensity at base-
line (b=0 s/mm2) and at a specified b-value, f the per-
fusion fraction, D the tissue diffusion coefficient, and 
D* the pseudo-diffusion coefficient. In this approach, 
the acquisition of multiple b-values is performed in  
order to accurately sample the signal decrease with 
the increase of the b-values.

Diffusion-weighted 
imaging in the liver:
role of IVIM approach
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IVIM acquisition parameters: 

The typical and most widely used protocol in-
volved fat-saturated single shot echo planar (EPI) 
diffusion-weighted imaging sequence. Currently, 
there is no consensus on the number of b-values to use 
for liver application, and published studies have used 
distributions of 5 to 16 b-values that sample both per-
fusion and diffusion regimes. An increased number of 
b-values may allow a better sampling of the signal in-
tensity decrease, but this involves a longer scan time; its 
use is therefore limited. Recently, Dyvorne et al. showed 
that an optimized distribution with 4 b-values yields pa-
rameter deviations within the test-retest reproducibility 
of a 16 b-values acquisition, while reducing scan time by 
up to 75% compared to 16 b-values [4]. Leporq et al. also 
found that the acquisition of 4 b-values is sufficient to 
determine the IVIM parameters [5]. 

As any DWI acquisition, either breath hold, free 
breathing, respiratory triggering, or cardiac triggering 
techniques may be used. Breath hold technique allows 
the shortest acquisition time but limits the number 
of acquired b-values and is therefore not performed 
for IVIM acquisition. Furthermore, compared to free 
breathing technique, it is unclear if there is an advantage 
to respiratory triggering. When comparing respiratory 
triggering and free breathing, the triggering offers no 
advantage in fitted diffusion parameters with greater 
confidence and few outliers with free breathing and 
no improvement of the regional variability [6,7]. 

However, cardiac triggering can reduce cardiac mo-
tion artifacts, cardiac motion-induced errors in the 
measurements and therefore reduce the variability 
between right and left lobes values [7]. Finally, IVIM 
acquisition does not need to be performed in a con-
trolled fasting state. Indeed, liver D, D*, f and apparent 
diffusion coefficient (ADC) do not significantly change 
after caloric intake [8].

Reproducibility: 

The main drawback of the IVIM approach is its low 
reproducibility. Indeed, the reproducibility of the 
IVIM parameters, especially in the left lobe, is quite 
low, with a coefficients of variation (CV) around 
20% within subject; with large 95% Bland and 
Altman limits of agreement [9]. In the liver paren-
chyma, a higher reproducibility for D (CV <10-20%), 
compared to f (CV>15%) and D* (CV > 20-30%) within 
subject, between sequences and between platforms 
has been reported [4,9–14]. 

In abdominal lesions, few studies have reported the 
reproducibility of IVIM parameters and have found 
that D seems to be the most reproducible parameter 
with variability around 20% [12,13,15].

The variability of perfusion-related IVIM parameters 
is much higher, with reported values of coefficient of 
repeatability as high as 158% for f and 1104% for D* in 
liver metastasis [12] and of coefficient of variation as 
high as 37% for f and 61% for D* in hepatocellular car-
cinoma (HCC) [13]. Reproducibility of IVIM parameters 
and ADC has been reported generally better in liver 
parenchyma compared to focal liver lesion [12,13].
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Figure 1: Example of bi-exponential fit
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IVIM 
AND DIFFUSE
LIVER DISEASE

IVIM and fibrosis: 

As some studies have shown that liver fibrosis is 
associated with progressive restriction of diffusion 
motion and decreased ADC (computed with the 
mono-exponential approach), the IVIM method 
was also evaluated in liver fibrosis in order to assess 
if the decrease of the ADC is linked to the increase 
in connective tissue or to the decreased perfusion 
associated with liver fibrosis. Results are unclear. 
Some studies have reported that D, D*, f, and ADC 
values were reduced as liver fibrosis increased 
[11,16], while others have reported no difference in 
the D value in hepatic fibrosis [17–19]. Moreover, 
negative correlations between liver fibrosis stage 
(METAVIR score) and perfusion related parameters 
(D* and f) and between liver fibrosis stage and ADC 
have been found, while the correlation with D  
remains uncertain [19,20]. 

Compared to the mono-exponential approach, 
the IVIM approach has been found to be more 
accurate for the evaluation of fibrosis stages, with 
either greater correlation for D* or higher area 
under the curve of the association of the IVIM 
parameters than of the ADC [19,20]. The decrease 
of D* is expected as the liver perfusion is reduced 
in liver fibrosis (decrease of the portal flow, not 
compensated by the increase of the arterial flow). 
Indeed, D* in the liver is influenced by perfusion 
changes related to portal venous flow [3,21,22]. 
The decreases of f and D could be explained by the 
increased proportion of extracellular matrix (colla-
gen), which reduces the volume of hepatic sinusoid 
and free extracellular space. Overall, the reduced 
ADC associated with advanced fibrosis/cirrhosis 
seems reflecting decreased liver perfusion and 

possibly some restricted molecular diffusion in the 
liver parenchyma. However, even if the IVIM ap-
proach is more accurate than ADC for liver fibrosis 
staging, it has lower discriminative capacity than 
liver stiffness determined by magnetic resonance 
elastography [19]. 

IVIM and steatosis: 

The effect of fat on liver DWI is a subject of debate. 
Some studies have suggested that ADC decreased 
significantly in patients with hepatic steatosis 
[23,24]. Similarly, some studies have found that 
D and D* decreased in cases of steatosis while f  
increased [25,26]. However, Lee et al. concluded 
that hepatic steatosis does not affect measure-
ment of perfusion or diffusion and therefore is un-
likely a confounding factor for the use of diffusion 
to evaluate liver fibrosis [27].

More recently, Joo et al. have shown in an animal 
model that the IVIM approach could be relevant 
to the differentiation of non-alcoholic fatty liver 
disease (NAFLD) and non-alcoholic steatohepatitis 
(NASH). Indeed, they found that ADC, D, and D* 
were not significantly different between the NAFLD 
and NASH groups, but f was significantly different 
[28]. In a cohort of type 2 diabetic patients, Parente 
et al. found that D and the D* were significantly 
lower in patients with steatohepatitis, and that f 
was also lower in patients with steatohepatitis, but 
did not reach statistical significance [29]. 

Overall, the IVIM approach is almost entirely  
absent from steatosis assessment, because of the 
existence of other accurate MRI tools (MR spec-
troscopy, proton density fat fraction (PDFF), ...) 
[30], but in the future, the IVIM approach might 
be a useful non-invasive tool for the diagnosis of 
the severity of fatty liver disease, which is still an 
unsolved clinical question.

Article
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IVIM and liver function:

Zhang et al. recently showed that IVIM may be a useful 
image-based method for assessing liver function. They 
found that D* and f values significantly decreased with in-
creasing Child–Pugh scores and that Child–Pugh scores 
were inversely correlated with D* and f values (r = -0.423,  
r = -0.620, respectively) [31]. Those results need to be 
confirmed and compared to other non-invasive bio-
markers of liver function.

IVIM AND FOCAL 
LIVER LESIONS

Focal liver lesions characterization: 

The IVIM approach has been evaluated for liver lesion 
characterization, with variable results, but there was a 
significant overlap in IVIM parameters values of benign 
and malignant lesions. As with ADC, D has been found 
to be significantly higher in benign lesions compared 
to malignant lesions [32–37]. 

The performance of D compared to ADC is variable, 
either lower, similar or higher [32–34,37].The role 
of perfusion-related IVIM parameters, f and D*, for 
differentiating benign and malignant lesions is con-
troversial, in that it was found not to be significantly 
different between benign and malignant lesions in 
Doblas et al., while a higher f was found in malignant 
lesion in Yamada et al. [33,35]. However, perfusion- 
related IVIM parameters have been shown to be able 
to separate hypervascular and hypovascular lesions, 
with higher f and D* in hypervascular lesions com-
pared to hypovascular lesions [32]. 

Moreover, the IVIM approach has been shown to be 
useful for the differentiation between viable tumor 
tissue and intratumoral necrotic and fibrotic zones in 
focal liver lesions [38].

 Hepatocellular carcinoma (HCC):

In HCC, a correlation between D and histologic grade 
has been found with a higher area under the ROC 
curve value for D than for ADC for differentiating 
high-grade HCC from low-grade HCC [39]. Kakite et 
al. found a significant negative/positive correlation 
between D/f and enhancement ratio and a signifi-
cant positive/negative correlation between D/f and 
tumor necrosis [40]. Beyond those results, the role 
of IVIM parameters is controversial in HCC treated 
by Sorafenib: Lewin et al. found that f significantly 
increased in responder patients and decreased in 
non-responder patients while Shirota et al. found that 
D at baseline may be a useful parameter for predicting 
the therapeutic outcome of Sorafenib for advanced 
HCC [41,42]. 

Yang at al. in an animal study have shown that D was 
higher and increased in the treated group while f  
decreased initially and increased secondly in this 
group [43]. 

Overall, the IVIM approach may provide useful bio-
markers for evaluating the therapeutic effects of 
Sorafenib on HCC but its place is still unclear.

Liver metastases: 

In treated colorectal liver metastases, Chiaradia et al. 
have shown that both D (r=0.36, p=0.035) and ADC 
(r=0.4, p=0.02) correlated significantly with the degree 
of tumor necrosis while D* and f did not [44] (Figure 2). 

Similarly, ADC and D measured in the periphery 
area of the lesion have been shown to be higher in 
colorectal liver metastases with major patholog-
ical response [45]. Comparing responder and non 
responder, variation of IVIM parameters have been 
variable among the studies [46,47]. In breast liver me-
tastases treated by radio-embolization, early change 
(4-6 weeks) of f has been showed to be predictive of 
patient outcome [48].
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Figure 2: Example of colorectal liver metastasis, in a 60 yo male patient. 
The D map shows the lesion heterogeneity, while the D* and F maps do not
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ROLE OF CALCULATED 
B-VALUE
Computed DWI MR imaging is a mathematical 
technique which computes any b-value image 
(usually a high b-value) from diffusion-weighted 
images obtained with at least 2 different b-values 
[49]. A mono-exponential or bi-exponential ap-
proach can be used, based on the number of the 
acquired b-values. 

Obtaining high b-value images in the liver is chal-
lenging because of the T2 of the liver and poor sig-
nal to noise ratio (SNR), but also because of higher 
distortion with high b-values. As calculated DWI MR 
images are simulated, they are less affected by poor 
SNR and image distortion that degrade acquired 
images and they allow a suppression of the back-
ground signal while maintaining the original lesion 
signal. In a preliminary study, Blackhedge et al. have 
shown that computed b-value images are possible 
in the liver and that the technique also improved 
visualization of small hepatic metastases [49]. 

CONCLUSION
IVIM approach has been shown to be useful for the 
evaluation of liver fibrosis and focal hepatic lesions 
and may be useful for the evaluation of non-alcoholic 
fatty liver disease and liver function. However, despite 
all the promising results, this technique still belongs in 
the research field. Indeed, its low reproducibility cur-
rently prevents it from being a valid, unbiased and reli-
able clinical tool. In the future, technical improvement, 
standardization and consensus on an optimal protocol 
could allow its wide scale use. 

 Mathilde Wagner
 MD, PhD 

Associate Professor,
Radiology Department, 
Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital, 
Paris, France
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IVIM in Liver 

The following case report illustrates an application of IVIM in liver metastases.

How-to
 session

Mathilde Wagner MD, PhD 
Associate Professor, Radiology Department, Pitié-Salpêtrière Hospital, Paris, France

Patient history:

A 69-year-old male patient with a 
metastatic pancreatic cancer was in-
cluded in a phase 1 study. A MRI was 
performed before and after treatment, 
including diffusion-weighted imaging 
with 6 b-values (0, 50, 200, 400, 600 
and 800 s/mm2). 

MRI before treatment

The MRI exam showed multiple liver 
metastases. The addition of functional 
imaging allowed for the highlighting 
of the heterogeneity of the disease, as 
shown in Figure 1.

MRI after treatment

The metastases were stable after treat-
ment according to RECIST 1.1 criteria 
(97+90=187 mm vs. 89+84=173 mm, +8%). 
However, the analysis of the IVIM data 
showed that ADC and D increased and 
D* and f decreased (Table 1 and Figure 2). 

Those results suggested that both 
the cellularity and the perfusion de-
creased after treatment, which may 
reflect a response to treatment. 

Figure 1: D map of a liver metastasis in segment 5, with 2 components: the posterior 
component, which was less necrotic and more cellular than the anterior one.

Figure 2: T1-weighted post-contrast imaging (left column), D map (middle column) 
and D* map (right column) before (upper row) and after treatment (lower row). 
The size of the lesion was stable while the IVIM parameters changed after treatment 
suggesting a response to treatment.  

	 26/09	 17/10

Lesion	1		 	

ADC	 1,81	 2,15

D	 1,57	 1,96

D*	 9,01	 6,65

f	 0,1	 0,07

Lesion	2	 	

ADC	 1,73	 1,84

D	 1,37	 1,54

D*	 17,94	 6,56

f	 0,2	 0,14

Table 1: ADC and IVIM parameters 
of the 2 target lesions. 
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Jan W. Casselman, MD
Chair of the Department of Radiology 
at A.Z. Sint-Jan Hospital in Bruges, Belgium

Once a week, he is a Head and Neck “consultant radiologist” at the A.Z. Sint 
Augustinus Hospital in Antwerp and further has Academic teaching activities 
at the University of Ghent. His main field of interest is Neuroradiology and 
Head & Neck Radiology which explains why he spends most of his time on MR.

IVIM 
for Head 
& Neck 
application

Olea Imagein: Could you simply explain what IVIM is?

Jan Casselman: Routine DW-MRI measures mo-
tion of water protons and in tissues this motion 
will be modified by their interactions with macro-
molecules and cell membranes. Hence, cellularity, 
integrity of the cell membranes, tortuosity of the 
extracellular space and viscosity of fluids will alter 
the apparent diffusion. This apparent diffusion can 
be quantified using a simple mono-exponentional 
apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) evaluation for 
which only two b-values are needed, routinely b-0 
and b-1000.

However, at low b-values below 100-200 s/mm² the 
measured signal attenuation in well perfused tissue 
arises not only from water diffusion in tissues (water 
diffusivity) but also from microcirculation within the 
normal capillary network (tissue perfusion). When 
several low b-values below 200 s/mm² are used a 
more complex bi-exponentional function is used to 
describe the DW-MRI data and allows calculation of 

Interview

Figure 1: DWI acquisition with 6 b-values
 (b0,50, 100, 500, 750, 1000)
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the water diffusivity (D or diffusion coefficient), mi-
crocapillary perfusion (D* or pseudo-diffusion coef-
ficient, which depends on the vascular architecture 
and velocity of the flowing blood – correlates with 
relative blood flow) and the perfusion fraction (f, 
which correlates with relative blood volume). This 
principle of taking into account both tissue diffusiv-
ity and tissue microcapillary perfusion within imag-
ing voxels was called Intravoxel Incoherent Motion 
(IVIM) by Le Bihan.

Therefore a single technique “IVIM” provides both 
information about Brownian water molecular dif-
fusion and blood perfusion.

O.I: Do you use it in clinical routine or only in research?

J.C: We started to use it in research, more specifi-
cally in the evaluation of all head and neck tumors. 
However, as the first data became available on the 
use of IVIM in the head and neck region we also start-
ed to use it in clinical routine. Today a PubMed search 
on “IVIM head and neck” results in 19 publications but 

many new studies are on the way of which the pre-
liminary results have been shown at meetings.

O.I: In your opinion, what are the main clinical interests 
of this technique?

J.C: The potential of IVIM is huge. First, it can be 
used to characterize tumors and studies showed for 
instance that Warthin tumors, pleomorphic adeno-
mas and malignant tumors of the salivary glands can 
be distinguished by looking at the relation of the D, 
D* and f values. The same biomarkers can be used to 
try to differentiate malignant from benign lesions. 
Secondly, IVIM can be used for therapy monitoring. 
Treatment response to chemoradiation and pre-
diction of treatment outcome are two of the main 
areas of interest but the technique can also be used 
to evaluate radiation induced changes in the treated 
organs as well. The fact that D* and f are related to 
the vascular architecture, velocity of the flow and 
relative blood flow and volume explains that one 
can start to predict if the treatment will easily reach 
the tumor or not.

O.I: How are our solutions embedded in your daily 
routine?

J.C: Today standard vendor software doesn’t allow 
to perform these more complicated bi-exponential 
analyses. It is clear that we would not have access 
to these new IVIM applications if we wouldn’t have 
the Olea Sphere® software. The workflow was also 
tailored to our specific needs, reducing the “interac-
tion time” during the calculation to a minimum. This 
is crucial as long as procedures and calculation times 
would hinder routine use of the IVIM technique.

Figure 2: IVIM maps (D, D* and f) computed using the 6 b-values

“ Therefore a single technique 
“IVIM” provides both information 
about Brownian water molecular 
diffusion and blood perfusion.

“
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CARDIOVASCULAR 
DISEASES ARE A GLOBAL 
CONCERN 
In 2008, the leading causes of non-communicable 
disease (NCD) deaths were: cardiovascular diseases 
(17 million deaths, or 48% of NCD deaths); cancers (7.6 
million, or 21% of NCD deaths); and respiratory diseas-
es (4.2 million), including asthma and chronic obstruc-
tive pulmonary disease (COPD), and in 2020, they will 
become the first cause of death in the world burdens. 
Behavioral risk factors, including tobacco use, physi-
cal inactivity, and unhealthy diet, are responsible for 
about 80% of coronary heart disease and cerebrovas-
cular disease [Global status report NCD WHO (2010)]. 

Cardiac Magnetic Resonance (CMR) imaging has greatly 
expanded with a broader availability of routine clinical 
MR equipment, to explore and help in the management 
of cardiac disease. It provides gold-standard regional 
and global function quantification as well as advanced 
tissue characterization (scar/fibrosis imaging), is 100% 
radiation-free and less expensive than alternative ap-
proaches, but like most modalities except PET imaging 
fails to provide quantitative perfusion measurements. 

Macrocirculation (coronary arteries) and microcircu-
lation perfusion abnormalities are met in most if not 
all cardiac diseases, from metabolic heart disease to 
diabetes, in systemic hypertension, coronary heart 
disease to heart failure. Both are accompanied by al-
terations in basal conditions and/or during maximal 
load conditions (effort), that require quantification of 
local perfusion in absolute units (ml/g/min), both at 
rest and stress with the resulting absolute perfusion 
reserve measurement. It is essential to develop tools 
allowing accurate quantification of these parameters 
for accurate diagnosis without ambiguous scenarios 
and for optimal treatment decisions, as well as during 
the patient follow-up during and/or after treatment. 

In vivo cardiac Intravoxel Incoherent Motion (IVIM) 
imaging, as an all-in-one method, both sensitive to the 
diffusion (at b-values > 200 s/mm2) and perfusion (at 
low b-values < 50 s/mm2) and intrinsically quantitative 
in contrast, is of particular interest as a promising alter-
native to map myocardial perfusion without the need 
for contrast agent administration [1]. Indeed, the IVIM 
model is more complex than when considering pure 
diffusion only, but is able to separate the diffusion 
compartment from the micro capillaries’ blood flow 
[2]. On the other side, the quantification of inflam-
matory (edema) or infiltrative (fibrosis) processes is a 
main interest in cardiology sciences, motivating recent 
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developments of quantitative methods such as T1 
mapping [3] and T2 mapping. Like in the brain, diffu-
sion is expected to be a crucial indicator and a key 
differentiator of paramount importance for patient 
management. The motivation is therefore high to 
explore the potential of IVIM biomarkers for cardiac 
disease investigations. 

Nevertheless, Cardiac IVIM imaging is also particu-
larly challenging due to cardiac and respiratory mo-
tion, but also low signal-to-noise ratio. This tech-
nique requires longer duration acquisitions, even 
more challenging in the context of fast motion, with 
multiple b-value diffusion-weighted (DW)-MRI to 
encompass the wide range of fast diffusion decay 
due to perfusion, and similarly, slow diffusion decay 
due to pure diffusion. Before considering the appli-
cation of the IVIM approach in clinical scenarios at 
a given time-point to assess the integrity of healthy 
and diseased cardiac tissue (e.g. myocardial ischemia 
or infarction) or in the patient follow-up, one needs 
to address the challenge of acquiring diffusion data 
in a very mobile organ. First of all, the spin-echo 
(SE) based sequence originally proposed by Le Bihan 
needs several adaptations and improvements [4-7]. 

Our group has shown that it is possible to acquire 
DW and IVIM data in the heart using powerful acqui-
sition strategies (real-time slice-followed SE-EPI nav-
igator-based sequence) and a dedicated post-pro-
cessing pipeline to achieve a good reproducibility in 
healthy volunteers [8-10]. Figure 1 shows IVIM diffu-
sion weighted images and the sequence diagram of 
dedicated slice-following DW-SE-EPI acquisition for 
cardiac diffusion. 

Currently, the post-processing involves several steps: 
denoising using principal component analysis (PCA), 
motion artefacts removal using temporal Maximum 
Intensity Projection (tMIP), fitting… The fitting of the 
data by the bi-exponential model is particularly chal-
lenging and prone to errors, strongly depending on the 
noise level and on the acquisition protocols (number 
of b-values). Bayesian estimation is of evident and par-
ticular interest to improve the accuracy and the preci-
sion (i.e. reduce significantly the intra-subject variation 
[11,12] of the quantification of the physiological index-
es: f, the perfusion fraction, D the diffusion coefficient, 
and D*, the pseudo-diffusion coefficient [11,13,14]. 

Figure 1: Diffusion weighted images and the sequence diagram of dedicated slice-following DW-SE-EPI acquisition
 for cardiac diffusion. 



Figure 2 shows the results obtained using a Bayesian 
approach [15,16] compared to a classical multiple pa-
rameters fitting approach: the Bayesian approach pro-
vides higher resolution maps due to its higher intrinsic 
robustness to lower signal to noise ratio.

WHAT ABOUT DYNAMIC 
CONTRAST-ENHANCED
IMAGING AS AN 
ALTERNATIVE METHOD 
FOR CMR PERFUSION 
QUANTIFICATION?
Attempts to quantify myocardial perfusion using cardio-
vascular magnetic resonance (CMR) were first proposed 
>20 years ago [17,18] and consisted in imaging in real time 
contrast kinetics signal changes of the MR signal during 
the first pass of a gadolinium-based paramagnetic con-
trast agent, injected intravenously. 

Dynamic perfusion imaging combined with pharmaco-
logic challenge is of major interest for the detection of 
myocardial ischemia in the context of coronary artery 
disease. The expected result is a precise localization of 
one or more ischemic areas, the measure of their exten-
sion and significance (severity), in order to identify and 
ultimately guide the decision to treat culprit vessels. 

The images are acquired during free-breathing of the pa-
tient and registration of the dynamic images is needed 

first to facilitate state-of-the-art visual analysis of the 
signal by the radiologist or cardiologist. The radiologist 
is looking for a transient or a persistent hyposignal, 
namely a range of the myocardium in which the signal 
is enhanced to a lower extent, since a lesser amount 
of contrast medium reaches it during the first pass of 
the tracer. This hypoperfusion documents the hemo-
dynamic impact of stenosis located further upstream in 
the vessels supplying the identified territory. The visual 
comparison with the images obtained at rest used by 
mimicking cardiac scintigraphy for evaluating the revers-
ible or irreversible anomalies is now usefully replaced 
by the associated analysis of the perfusion images under 
stress with those of delayed enhancement. These latter 
allow real ischemic lesions to be revascularized (which 
will necessitate the absence of scarring range or an ex-
tension that goes beyond the scarred area) to be differ-
entiated of a sequel hypoperfusion involvement within 
a scar range that will not require any treatment. Delayed 
enhancement methods focus on the tracer persisting in 
the myocardium approximately ten minutes after injec-
tion of the contrast agent [19,20]. Delayed enhancement 
reflects a relative excess of gadolinium in pathological 
tissues compared to healthy tissues where the agent has 
been eliminated and in necrotic regions that have not 
been reached by the agent. It is used to characterize and 
quantify the size of infarcted regions. In the case of the 
detection of myocardial ischemia, only the size and the 
localization of lesions are reported and will be decisive 
for therapeutic decision and for prognosis, not the pre-
cise value of the flow in the ischemia area.

Some help is further brought to the clinician by means 
of the online calculation of the parametric mapping of 
simple indices such as slopes (up-slope) in order to help 
the classification of affected sectors of the myocardi-
um, and correct for coil sensitivity variations. This quali-
tative and semi- quantitative analysis comes in addition 
to the visualization of native images, which nevertheless 
still provides far more precise information about the lo-
calization and the extent of the lesion. Recent technol-
ogy and software developments have led to significant 
improvements in image quality, and clinically available 
techniques now offer a satisfactory spatial coverage 
of all the myocardial segments under pharmacologic 
stress. Nevertheless, MR myocardial perfusion imaging 
sequences and analysis techniques are currently not 
answering all the clinical needs and cannot provide a 
robust quantification of blood delivery to the tissue yet, 
and therefore this is still an active area of research. 

Indeed, quantification of blood flow by CMR remains 
challenging in many aspects. First of all, there is a wide 
range of sequence designs and parameters to consider 
when optimizing an acquisition protocol that directly 
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Figure 2: IVIM maps obtained using a Bayesian approach 
(first row) compared to a classical approach 

(second row), showing that the Bayesian approach 
provides higher resolution maps.
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impact on the signal to tracer concentration conversion 
and thus the modeling. The interdependence of these 
parameters with patient geometry forces the user to 
make compromises and these technical issues result in 
patient-specific and sequence-design specific signal to 
concentration conversion, with various performance 
tradeoffs that are associated with the large variety of 
T1-weigthing acquisition schemes. Artifact mechanisms 
are also related to sequence design and parameters, 
and are numerous. Last but not least, if different analysis 
models of myocardial perfusion were described in the 
literature to quantify absolute myocardial blood flow 
(F or MBF) in ml/min/g, all are based on advanced “in-
house” post-processing. 

While imaging technologies are potentially offering 
quantitative measures, their true impact in clinical prac-
tice in cardiology is in fact limited to qualitative analysis 
only due to inappropriate image processing technology 
with prohibitive computing time and lack of integra-
tion in medical software. And this is really the strength 
of Olea Medical® to accompany the development of 
imaging technologies with advanced and integrated 
solutions, so that the newly and jointly developed 
technology ultimately aims at serving as objective im-
age-guided clinical decision tools, with a true impact in 
cardiovascular patient management.

CONCLUSION
Bayesian fitting of IVIM model for multi-b DWI data 
is considered a promising approach to map myocar-
dial perfusion fractions without the need for contrast 
agent administration. But, of course, further work is 
warranted to study the potential outcomes in clinical 
routine, notably the local perfusion changes during 
both rest and pharmacologically induced stress in 
ischemic patients, or large cohorts of patients with 
myocardial diseases.
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DWI and IVIM 
in the Orbit at 3T

Patient history

A 38-year-old woman presented with rapidly worse-
ning, painless monocular vision loss of her left eye, 
which began six months prior to the encounter. The 
clinical exam revealed a visual acuity of 1.4/10 and a 
central scotoma in the left eye. Oculomotricity was 
normal. A MRI was performed.

Morphological findings

The MRI protocol included an axial unenhanced 
T1-weighted spin echo sequence, a coronal T2-
weighted Dixon, a dynamic-contrast enhancement 
perfusion sequence, a coronal fat sat post-contrast 
T1-weighted spin echo sequence,  an axial high re-
solution post-contrast proton density-weighted 
spin echo sequence and an IVIM acquisition based 
on DW images acquired using 15 b-values (0, 10, 20, 
40, 80, 110, 140, 170, 200, 300, 400, 600, 800, 1000, 
2000 s/mm2) at 3T. 

The patient was asked to look at a fixed point during 
the acquisitions in order to prevent kinetic artifacts 
from eye movements. Conventional MRI showed a 
30 mm mass located in the left orbit, displacing the 
eye anteriorly, with a high intensity on T2-WI and 
progressive filling of the lesion after contrast injec-
tion on DCE acquisitions, suggesting the diagnosis 
of cavernous hemangioma (Figure 1).

Post-treatment and analysis

ADC and IVIM maps were computed and analyzed 
using Olea Sphere® software (Olea Medical®, La 
Ciotat, France). A multiparametric display (b0, b2000, 
T1 gado, ADC, D, D*, PF) was used to draw regions of 
interest (ROIs) and to provide quantitative values of 
the mass metrics.

Diffusion-weighted imaging (DWI)

The orbital mass was detected by a hyperintense si-
gnal on the axial b0 image and a large freehand ROI 
encompassing the largest area inside the lesion was 
placed and automatically propagated on all available 
maps. Apparent diffusion coefficient (ADC) map 
showed a high ADC value of 1.26 x 10-3 mm2/s, confir-
ming a probably benign lesion (Figure 2).

Intravoxel incoherent motion 
(IVIM) imaging

The true diffusion coefficient (D), the pseudo-diffu-
sion coefficient (D*) and the perfusion fraction (PF) 
maps also showed the left orbital mass with mean 
values of 1.02 x 10-3 mm2/s, 14.6 x 10-3 mm2/s and 0.18 
respectively. In addition, voxels inside the lesion 
presented a bi-exponential behavior, confirming the 
presence of both diffusional and perfusional compo-
nents of the IVIM imaging (Figure 3).

Histopathology diagnosis 

The biopsy confirmed the diagnosis of cavernous 
hemangioma which is the most frequent benign le-
sion in the orbit.

How-to
 session

Augustin Lecler, MD
Department of Radiology, Fondation Ophtalmologique A.Rothschild, Paris, France

Figure 1: Left orbital mass pointed out on coronal T2-WI Dixon 
series and on axial post-contrast T1-WI series (asterisk)

Figure 2: b0 image and ADC map 

The following case report highlights a potential great interest of IVIM applied in the orbit.
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Conclusion 

Diffusion-weighted imaging has been used in a 
variety of organs, with a few studies in the orbit. 
They showed that a restricted diffusion in orbital 
tumors during MR imaging with echo-planar DWI 
was associated with malignancy, especially in lym-
phoid lesions such as lymphoma [1-3]. Moreover, 
the association of ADC with dynamic contrast-en-
hanced (DCE) perfusion helped to predict ma-
lignancy in another recent studies [4], with ADC 
alone yielding the optimal sensitivity in differen-
tiating malignant from benign orbital lymphoproli-
ferative disorders [3].

However, no study has previously evaluated the 
performances of IVIM imaging on orbital diseases, 
especially in orbital tumor characterization, despite 
a potential great interest since orbital tumors are 
highly vascularized. Acquisition of IVIM parameters 
could potentially be useful in the characterization 
of orbital masses, since more quantitative DWI 
parameters are acquired, some of them reflecting 

tissue perfusion. It could also serve as a potential 
biomarker to evaluate therapeutic responses under 
treatment such as chemotherapy in lymphomas or 
proton therapy in ocular melanomas.
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Figure 4: Multiparametric display with diffusion 
maps (ADC, b0, b2000, D, D* and PF)

Figure 3: Left orbital mass pointed out on D, D* and PF maps (asterisk) with bi-exponential fitting curves 
showing signal intensity as a function of b-values (red: raw data; blue: fitted data)
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WHAT ARE
THE BASIC 
TISSUE FEATURES 

AT THE ORIGIN 
OF THE DIFFUSION 
CONTRAST?

With diffusion MRI one investigates the diffusion 
of water molecules in tissue (diffusion of other 
molecular moieties may also be studied with MR 
diffusion spectroscopy). One may consider water 
molecules as spies which will probe the tissues for 
us, giving an imprint into the diffusion MRI signal 
of what they have ‘seen’ during their Brownian 
motion driven displacements, fibers, macromol-
ecules, cell membranes, all obstacles which have 
prevented them to diffuse freely. Hence, although 

the images are acquired at a millimetric scale, one 
gets information on the tissue structure at a mi-
croscopic scale, a kind of virtual biopsy. Of course, 
one should not forget that this microscopic infor-
mation is averaged out within each voxel, although 
one may still get information on the degree of 
homogeneity or heterogeneity of the diffusion 
process within each voxel. 

This concept, inferring information on tissue micro-
structure in images with a macroscopic resolution 
has proven extremely useful in clinical practice, 
providing exquisite contrast not readily available 
with other imaging modalities, including MRI. For 
instance, brain cell swelling which occurs right at 
the onset of ischemia is only revealed by diffusion 
MRI, well before any detectable changes in T1 or 
T2 may be observed, thus allowing diagnosis at the 
acute phase, which has completely changed our 
views on the management of acute stroke patients, 
drastically improving many patients’ clinical out-
come and, often, saving their lives.

State of the art 
in Diffusion MRI
& beyond

Think outside 
the box

6 FAQs 
to summarize 
Diffusion MRI

1

Denis Le Bihan, MD, PhD 
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Think outside 
the box

WHAT 
ARE THE B-VALUES, 

HOW DO I CHOOSE THEM?
Diffusion-driven displacements of water mole-
cules are encoded in the MRI signal through vari-
ations of the magnetic field in space caused by 
magnetic field gradient pulses. The degree of sen-
sitivity to diffusion is described by the so-called 
b-value which was introduced in 1985 to take 
into account the intensity and time profile of the 
multiple gradient pulses used in MRI sequences. 
The overall effect of diffusion in the presence of 
gradient pulses is a signal attenuation and the MRI 
signal becomes “diffusion-weighted”. The signal 
attenuation is more pronounced when using large 
b-values and when diffusion is fast. 

As diffusion-weighted images also depend on oth-
er parameters, such as T1 and T2, one may prefer to 
use “calculated” diffusion images where contrast 
solely depends on diffusion, through a parameter 
called ADC (Apparent Diffusion Coefficient). The 
ADC can be obtained from images acquired using 
only 2 different b-values. In theory the ADC does 
not depend on b-values, so the choice of b-val-
ues is set just to provide the best accuracy on 
the ADC, depending on expected ADC values. For 
instance, in the brain, the optimal pair of b-values 
is 0 and 1000 s/mm2, while in most body tissues 
one may prefer 0 and 600 s/mm2. 

Unfortunately, this is true only to some extent, 
only with free (also called Gaussian) diffusion, 
such as in liquids. In most tissues diffusion be-
comes non-Gaussian as many obstacles hinder 
water diffusion, and the amount of diffusion driv-
en signal attenuation decreases when the b-value 
increases, in other words the ADC value decreases 
when high b-values are used. It is thus mandatory 
to indicate which b-values have been used to ac-
quire data, if one wishes to make meaningful com-
parisons across literature or centers. In fact, not 
only the b-values, but the precise timing of the 
gradient pulses (which set the “diffusion time”) 
used for diffusion encoding must be provided, 
as different time profiles could lead to different 
diffusion effects, while sharing the same b-value. 
This is due to the fact that water molecules will 
have more chances to interact with tissue micro-
scopic features when using long diffusion times 
than short diffusion times.

WHAT IS IVIM MRI, 
SHALL I USE IT 

FOR PERFUSION MRI?
Flow of blood water in randomly oriented cap-
illaries (at voxel level) mimics a random walk 
which results in a pseudo-diffusion effect when 
using diffusion MRI. The effect is seen at very 
low b-values only, because the pseudo-diffusion 
coefficient, D*, associated with blood flow is 
higher than the water diffusion coefficient. For 
this reason, true diffusion and pseudo-diffusion 
can be separated using dedicated algorithms and 
software. 

The idea to use diffusion MRI to get images of 
perfusion has been found ground-breaking, and 
IVIM MRI is increasingly used to assess perfu-
sion, especially in the field of cancer imaging. A 
key feature of IVIM diffusion MRI is that it does 
not involve contrast agents, and it may serve as 
an interesting alternative to contrast-enhanced 
perfusion MRI in some patients with contraindi-
cations for contrast agents, such as patients with 
renal failure, at risk for Nephrogenic Systemic 
Fibrosis (NSF) or patients requiring multiple MRI 
examinations, as gadolinium has been shown to 
accumulate in the brain. One has to keep in mind, 
though, that IVIM MRI is a bit challenging, as sep-
aration of perfusion from diffusion requires high 
signal-to-noise ratios. 

2 3

“IVIM MRI is increasingly used to 
assess perfusion, especially in the 
field of cancer imaging. 

“
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WHAT IS DIFFUSION 
ANISOTROPY, 

SHOULD I CARE, 
HOW DOES IT RELATE 
TO TRACTOGRAPHY?
With the MRI encoding process diffusion, al-
though a three-dimensional process, is only mea-
sured along one direction at a time determined 
by the orientation in space of the gradient pulses. 
Most often diffusion is “isotropic” (the same in all 
directions), so that this spatial orientation does 
not matter. This is the case for most tissues in the 
body (liver, prostate, breast). 

However, in some tissues, such as brain, white 
matter or heart/muscle fibers, diffusion is “aniso-
tropic”, and diffusion results strongly depend on 
the direction of the gradient pulse. 
Proper handling of anisotropic diffusion requires 
the acquisition of diffusion-weighted images 
along with at least 6 different directions (and 
not 3), through the Diffusion Tensor Imaging (DTI) 
method. With DTI one can get the “trace” of the 
diffusion tensor which represents the true mean 
diffusivity, indices of the degree of anisotropy 
(such as Fractional Anisotropy) and so-called “ei-
genvectors” which point to the directions along 
which diffusion is the fastest, corresponding in 
general to the directions parallel to tissue fibers. 
DTI has served as the basis for brain white matter 
tractography, in conjunction with algorithms con-
necting voxels based on their fiber orientations, 
but more advanced techniques are currently used, 
such as HARDI, to take into account voxels with 
multiple fiber orientations. 

DTI must be used in tissues where water diffu-
sion is anisotropic, mainly in the heart, muscle 
and brain white matter, but also in other tissues 
showing signs of anisotropy, such as the kidney. 
Diffusion anisotropy may also appear only when 
spatial resolution gets sufficiently high, as in the 
brain cortex or the breast. 

WHAT CAN I 
EXPECT FROM 
POST-PROCESSING 

OF DIFFUSION-WEIGHTED 
MR IMAGES?
Diffusion is a genuine physical process occurring in 
tissues on its own, as opposed to T1 or T2 which are 
only defined in the MRI context. Post-processing is 
a very important step to get full information, not 
readily visible on raw diffusion-weighted images 
which are also T1- and T2-weighted. For instance, 
one can get diffusion-calculated images, which 
only depends on the ADC. 

But other very useful parameters can also be ex-
tracted from diffusion-weighted MR signals, such 
as perfusion from the IVIM effect. When process-
ing a set of images acquired with multiple b-values, 
including high b-values, one may get additional 
information on non-Gaussian diffusion, that is 
on the degree of hindrance of water diffusion by 
obstacles present in tissues, amount of fibers and 
most importantly cell membranes, an extremely 
valuable information to identify and characterize 
malignant tissues. To do so, signals from images 
are combined through algorithms and evaluated 
with mathematical and physical diffusion models 
which have been devised to handle non-gaussian 
diffusion, such as the Kurtosis model. 

Model outputs are finally transformed into a series 
of parametric maps, showing means, but also het-
erogeneity of parameters across tissues and organs. 
Once those diffusion-related parameters have been 
estimated, one may also generate a posteriori virtual 
diffusion-weighted image mimicking contrast which 
could be obtained at any b-value. Post-processing 
is, obviously, the cornerstone of tractography, pro-
viding 3D maps of brain connections from DTI imag-
es, but also information on axon fiber diameter or 
orientation coherence. Another important mission 
of post-processing software is to “clean” raw data, 
realigning images affected by organ motion, cor-
recting geometric distortions induced by gradient 
pulses or extracting meaningful signals from back-
ground noise. In summary, post-processing is the 
key one needs to fully exploit the benefits of IVIM 
and diffusion MRI.

54
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WHAT IS BEYOND
THE CORNER?

First, as diffusion MRI is becoming more and more 
sophisticated we are counting on algorithms and 
software to make clinicians’ life easier. Instead of 
separately analyzing many parameters, IVIM, ADC, 
Kurtosis, etc. software might digest the over-
whelming information to provide semi-automatic 
analysis of lesions, through synthetic diffusion 
indices or scores, up to diagnosis or staging, of 
course under final clinician guidance. For instance, 
each parameter may have a given threshold to 
segregate benign and malignant tissues. 

Those parameters may be combined to give a sum-
mary diagnostic score based on the number of pa-
rameters “voting” for malignancy. Score maps can 
be generated giving diagnosis, but also showing 
which areas of lesions are likely to be most malig-
nant, suggesting best locations for biopsies. With 
the Bayesian approach one may, instead, weight 
each parameter value with population based sta-
tistics to provide an overall probability for each 
tissue type (e.g., malignant versus benign or malig-
nant stages). One may also calculate a signature 
index from the “proximity” of the full diffusion 
MRI signal profile (obtained from a set of key 
b-values) of an examined tissue to a databank of 
“signature” signal profiles, e.g. from established 
malignant and benign tissues of a given organ. 
With this signature index, diagnosis or tissue 
staging can be obtained directly and automati-
cally with great accuracy without calculating any 
parameter model. With IVIM, the signature index 
may identify voxels exhibiting fast flow. Those 
voxels can then be connected using algorithms 
similar to those used for tractography to gener-
ate IVIM based angiograms without using contrast 
agents. 

Secondly, we have to realize that the information 
buried in diffusion MRI signal is incredibly rich, 
so it takes up to our imagination to devise new 
ideas, methods or algorithms to dig into this gold 
mine. For instance, the exquisite sensitivity of 
diffusion MRI to minute changes in cell size (e.g. 
swelling) makes diffusion MRI a completely new 
approach for functional MRI, as neural activation 
is associated to cell swelling, a much more direct 
approach than BOLD fMRI which relies on the 
neurovascular coupling principle.

As another example, taking into consideration that 
diffusion MRI is intimately linked to tissue micro-
structure, it should not be surprising that diffu-
sion MRI might also provide information on tissue 
elasticity. Indeed, diffusion features, especially 
through the synthetic indices presented above, 
have been successfully converted quantitatively 
into tissue shear stiffness (in kPa) with great ac-
curacy, and without the need for the vibration 
devices or the phase sensitive MR sequences 
used with conventional MR Elastography (MRE). 
Furthermore, the intravoxel phase dispersion 
which would result from propagating shear waves 
induced by mechanical vibrations can be emu-
lated and transformed into virtual elastograms 
through the IVIM effect for any organ and for 
any combination of vibration frequency or ampli-
tude, not readily available with conventional MRE 
hardware, producing new and exciting contrast. 
Clearly, diffusion MRI will keep Olea Medical® 
busy for years to come, integrating those very 
promising innovations into their software for the 
benefit of patients and health professionals alike. 

Think outside 
the box

Denis Le Bihan
MD, PhD

Director
of NeuroSpin, 
CEA Saclay-Center, 
Gif-sur-Yvette, 
France. 
Professor at Human 
Brain Research 
Center, Kyoto 
University Graduate 
School of Medicine, 
Kyoto, Japan.
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“MRI might also provide
information on tissue elasticity.

“
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International 
Events

Meet Olea Medical® in 2017 

January 31 – February 3 
4th ESO-ESMINT-ESNR 
Stroke Winter School
Bern, Switzerland

February 22-24 
International Stroke Conference (ISC)
Houston, USA

March 1-5
European Congress of Radiology (ECR)
Vienna, Austria

March 22-24
American Society of Neuroradiology 
(ASNR)
55th Annual Meeting
California, USA

April 22-27
International Society for Magnetic 
Resonance in Medicine (ISMRM)
25th Annual Meeting Honolulu, USA

May 4-7
Jornadas Paulistas de Radiologia (JPR) 
Sao Paulo, Brazil

June  
Atelier prostate du Docteur Cornud
Paris, France

August 24-27
Eastern Neuroradiological Society (ENRS)
29th Annual Meeting
Toronto, Canada
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August 30 - September 1
44th Annual Meeting and Musculo-
skeletal Imaging Course: Fundamen-
tals to Advanced Concepts (ISS)
New York, USA

September 16-20
American Society of Head & Neck 
(ASHNR)
Las Vegas, USA

October 13-16
Journées Françaises de Radiologie (JFR)
Paris, France

October 25-28
49th Annual Meeting of Western
Neuroradiological Society (WNRS) 
Koloa, USA

October
British Society of Neuroradiologists 
(BSNR) 
Annual Conference
York, England

October
Atelier prostate du Docteur Cornud
Paris, France

November 27 – December 2
Radiological Society of North America 
(RSNA) 
Chicago, USA
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Play time

L   U  O   X  C  W  N  X  N  A  S  Y  E  Y  J
Y   T   T   U  U  U  L  K  F  W  D  L  T  U  L
W  I   Ç   S   I   O  P  T  S  O  K  U  A  J  B
F  B   W  T  S   A  E   R  B  O  D  I  T  F  A
U  P   K   I   V  I  M  E  B  N  D  T  S  X  Y
S   K   V   N  C  P  L  V  I  I  N  C  O  J  E
T   U   I   M  V  O  A  C  F  E  P  O  R  A  S
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Word scramble

DIFFUSION
BVALUE
GRADIENT
IVIM
KURTOSIS
OLEA
BAYESIAN
STROKE
BREAST
WHOLEBODY
HEADNECK
ORBIT
HEART
PROSTATE
LIVER
COMPUTED
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Shigeki Aoki, MD, PhD
Professor and Chairman, Department 
of Radiology, Juntendo University;
President of 43rd Japanese Society 
for Magnetic Resonance in Medicine.

Advanced 
Diffusion
MRI models

Olea Imagein: Your remarkable research contribu-
tions cover broad clinical areas in MRI, with a spe-
cial focus on Diffusion Tensor Analysis. Could you 
please share with our readers how your background 
and interests led you to select and develop this par-
ticular imaging process?

Shigeki Aoki: My research focus is on Diffusion 
Tensor MRI, and on next generation sequences in-
cluding Diffusion Kurtosis or Neurite Orientation 
Dispersion and Density Imaging (NODDI).

Why select Diffusion? It is easy to explain since 
Diffusion process has two unique characteristics. 
First, it includes directions; there is no other imaging 
sequence that deals with directional data, except 
Phase Contrast imaging. Second, it can measure, this 
is a very unique MRI acquisition; diffusion tensor 
parameters such as fractional anisotropy are measur-
able everywhere and in every direction. 

dMRI reveals the structure, it can display very precise 
and good-looking images; with brain tractography, it 
has the capacity to visualize white matter tracts. 

O.I: What are your expectations about diffusion 
kurtosis imaging? Which potential new applications 
could benefit to the patient with this technique? 

S.A: Kurtosis imaging is very sensitive, much more 
sensitive than any other diffusion technique. It 
gives information that are not available with any 
other technique.

What does Kurtosis reveal?

Kurtosis diffusion imaging can reveal very early 
infarction in stroke; this technique is better to see 
infarction, and make some measurements. It is also 
very sensitive for Parkinson’s diseases.

As for kurtosis imaging evolution towards clinical 
practice, we are still not there yet. Though very 
helpful, the images are noisy and not easy to char-
acterize. Also, the availability of Kurtosis is not so 
high; even for us, we have to transfer the data to 
other computers for processing and send them to 
the PACS. There is a necessity to make a DICOM 
image, online and of good quality to the PACS, be-
fore considering a clinical use. Therefore, today it 
is still time consuming and not easy to process.

O.I: Do you believe in the future of synthetic MRI? 
How could it improve or modify the clinical pro-
cess? What’s in it for the patient?

As for kurtosis imaging evolution towards clinical 
practice, we are still not there yet. Though very 
h e l p - ful, the 
i m a g - es are 
n o i s y and not 
easy to charac-
terize. A l s o , 
t h e a v a i l -
a b i l - ity of 
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